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PREFACE


This report is a collation of quarterly reports on the Solar II


Air Flat Plate Collectors. The work covers development and fabrica­

tion of a-prototype air flat plate collector subsystem containing
 

320 square feet (10-4' X 8' panels) of collector area. Three (in­

strumented) panels were completely assembled with glazing and insula­

tion. Manufacturing of the last seven prototype collectors was


completed in October, 1977.


A summary table of contents follows this introduction. It lists


.each Quarterly Report with an individual Table of Contents. The first


three Quarterly Reports' pages were renumbered using a roman number "I"


followed by an arabic number "2". Hence, in this example, 1-2 is the


second page bf the First Quarterly Report.
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-	 PART I SUMmARY


1. 	 Introduction


The Development Phase of the Air Flat Plate Collector during tne First


Quarter is described in detail in subsequent parts of this reoort.


2. 	 Summary


2.1 	 Contract - No changes have been requested.


3. 	 Schedules


-3.1 	 The Development Plan schedule indicated the Preliminary Design.Review


occurred on schedule. The Quarterly Review was approximately 2 weeks


ahead of schedule.


3.2 	 The Verification Plan Test Program indicated the Test Program was approx­

imately 2 weeks behind schedule. Life Sciences Engineering expects to


be back on schedule within 2 to 3imonths by develooing: one additional


S04X8 test collector, a 'final-colifiguration' preproduction SC4X8 col­

lector, and 2 spare SC22X48 test collectors. These additional test


collectors will permit rapid change over to the next configuration


while 	 the other collectors are in testing.


4. 	 Technical Performance 
4.1 	 A monthly description of the work activities was provided.
 

4.2 	 Forecast of activities to complete tasks included the fabrication of a


S04X8 collector that meets baseline and Thermal Analysis specifi­

cations. The Test Program and activities were identified for the Proto­

type Design Review.
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an


4.4 	Data - A limited amount of data was taken 
due to: 
 
excessive number of cloudy days, changing collector


spacing, late deliveries of materials and illness.


Data analysis of the baseline collector indicated an


on January

average efficiency for the 3j hour test 
 
30th was 57.6% and 17,442 Bt& were transferred 
to the


air.


OF Poo
I
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PART II CONTRACT


1. 	 Changes Requested


No requests for changes have been submitted. However the following 
revisions were made.


1.1 	 Subsystem Performance Identification SHC-3058 
1.1.1 Identification was supplied for the Installation, Operation and


Maintenance Manual as SH-3070. 
1.1.2 	 This specification was modified .whenthe SC4X8 collector was 
selected rather than the SC4110 collector on which the propos­
al specifications were based. These modifications included:


Three 	 32 square foot collectors instead of three 4o square 
foot 	 collectors


14,400 	 Btu/Hr for the SC4X8 versus 18,000 Btu/Hr for the SC4X10 
1.1.3 	 It should be noted that neither the air exit temperature nor the


air flow rate were changed. This neglect to change the air exit


temperature on our part made the design goal of 130OF average air 
temperature output for the SC4X10 collector unrealistic for the 
S048 collector. Life Sciences Engineering is preparing addition­
al analyses to define a realistic average air temerature output


for an 	 air inlet temperature of 70F based on the reduced absor­
ber panel area.


1.2 	 The Development Plan, SHC-3059 was revised to reflect changes in the 
schedule. 
ORIGINAL PAGEPT 
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PART III SCHEDULE


1. 	 Schedule


1.1 	 Verification Plan Test Program


Figure 3-1 Verification Plan Test Program shows the actual schedule


is approximately 2 weeks behind schedule. Lack of clear skies, late
 

delivery of equipment and illness have previously been reported as


the primary causes. However, the multiple testing capability of the


3 test cells of the Test Facility are expected to make un for'the


last "twoweeks. Automatic data collection planned for March will


also improve operations.


1.2 	 Development Plan


Figure 3-2 Develovment Plan Schedule shows that the scheduled program


activities have occurred on time. The First Quarterly Review is


approximately two weeks ahead of schedule.


1.3 	 Schedule Recovery Plan


The addition of Dr. Charles Murrish to Life Sciences Engineering will


orovide direction and expertise to exoedite selection, installation


and data processing systems.


A minimum of one additional test collector will be built concurrent 
with the building of a 'final configured' preproduction collector. 
This development test collector will allow Life Sciences Engineering 
the testing in stages by adding one improvement at a time and recording 
the effects of performance. 
The 'final configured' preoroduction collector will be fabricated to 
address manufacturing orocedures, orocess controls and insulation 
techniques for 'all-up-build' and backup suDoort for the test program. 
Meanwhile, the test orogram will be speeded up by modifying the SC22X48 
collectors to baseline and thermal analysis requirements with the cap­
ability of rapidly changing-absorber panels. The test program was 
I-4


designed to use four S022148 collectors to compare absorber coatings,


glamings and combinations of absorber coatings and glazings. These


collectors are much lighter in weight and easier to handle which will 
reduce test change time and personnel time. Two spare 3022Z48 collec­

tors will also be used in the development and testing by being set up


for the next test while the other collectors are in testing. These


spare collectors will also be used in developing installation teohniques


and installation drawings for the preparation of the Installation,


Operation and Maintenance (IOM) Manual.
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Apr May 	 Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct
ACTIVITY 	 Dec Jan Feb Mar 

DEVELOPMENT TESTS 
Air Flgw Tests 
Plenum Spacing Tests' 
Air Temperature Output Tests 
Basic Collector Efficiency Data 
QUALIFICATION TESTS 
Absorber Coatings Tests, M 
Glazings Tests 
Combined Coatings/Glazings Tests 
Stagnation Tests 
H Environmental Tests 
01 
Structural Analysis/Testing 
Functional Performance Tests 
ACCEPTANCE TESTS 
FACI (3 Units.) 
Final Acceptance Tests (7 Units) 

t-j ~ 	 PLANNED 4 
ACTUAL r_ 
Figure 3-1 VERIFICATION .PLAN TEST PROGRAM 
MILWSTONES 'Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Aor May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 
Authority to Proceed I V 
Preliminary Design Review 7 
Quarterly Review v 
prototype Design Review 
Quarterly Review 
First Article Review 
Quarterly Review v 
Hardware Delivery 
0 

PlannedV 
Actual V 
Figure 3-2 Development Plan 
PART IV Technical Performance


1. 	 General Description of Work Accomplished During the Quarter
 

1.1 	 November


The first month's work activities included:


Design Specification Review


Thomas Meter Cheokout 
Blower Motor Flow Rate


Verification Plan 
Safety Hazard Analysis


Test Facility Checkout


Data Collection System


Component/Material Availability


The Thomas Meter and manometer air flow testing indicated that the


blower motor wculd have to be changed to a variable speed motor in


order to use more than one test,aell at a time.


Component and material availability investigations indicated that the 
Minco thermal resistor would be 5 to 6 weeks late. Copper constantum 
thermocouple wire was therefore obteined and thermocouples would be 
used until the thermal resistor arrived. (It finally arrived 2 months 
late.) The first aluminum solder was found unsatisfactory. 
Numerous mini-computer comoanies were contacted and their mini-computer 
characteristics and brochures were rdviewed.


1.2 	 December


The 	 second month's work activities included:


One SC4X8 Test Collector for Test Cell No. 1


Two S022148 Test Collectors


Two Thomas Meters for Test Cells No. 1 and 2
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Preliminary Design Review Data Packages


Data Collection System


The late delivery of the Solarsorb paint delayed fabrication of the


S04X8 and two Sd22X48 test collectors. The SC4X8 Test Collector was


installed on the last day of December in test cell #i. Only pre­

liminary air flow test data was obtained for the 1 inch plenum spacing.
 

Two Thomas Meters were built for test cells 1 and 2.


The Preliminary Design Review Data package was completed and consisted


of-

Safety Hazard Analysis


Structural Analysis


Thermal Analysis


Verification Plan, SIC-307l


fDrawing List, Standards and Symbology


Prooosed Special Handling, Installation and Maintenance Tools


List of Data Recommended for the Prototype Design Review


Prototype Drawings


L3 January


The third month's work activities included:
 

SC4X8 Test Collector Data


Preliminary Design Review 
Glass. Stress Analysis 	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALTYThomas Meters Installed 
 
Instrumentation 
Installed Air Flow Test Probe Sections


Quality Assurance Plan


S022X48 Test Collector Development
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Two air flow test probe sections were installed in Test Cell 1


above and below the collector. Each section has identical holes


to test the distribution of air flow across the top and bottom of


the collector.


Limited test data was taken on the SC4X8 Test Collector due to


the lack of clear days. Test data was taken on the 1" plenum


size.. The Test Collector was removed and the plenum size was


reduced to 5/8". A second set of data was taken at the 5/8"


plenum spacing. The Test Collector was removed, the plenum


spacing changed to 1/2" and test data was taken on January 30


and 31. Analysis of the data is given in Section 4.


Instrumentation: The Micro Tector Electronic Hook Gage with kiel


probes was used to check the air flow across the entrance to the


collector plenum. The flow varied by .001 between each of 3


testoholes (a center hole and two holes half way to the siles).


The socond air flow test probe section was installed during the


last week of the month. No tests were made to determine pressure


drop across the length of the collector fdr the 2" plenum spacing.


The two Thomas Meter ducts were installed. During installation


of test cell #2 ducting, one copper-wire was broken and was


repaired. The design for automatic operation of the Thomas


Meters was found to require additional work. The existing copper


wire sensors do not have sufficient sensitivity and nickel wire


or thermocouples will be tested.


The Photovoltaic Pyranometer was used to collect data. One


problem is that Rho Sigma failed to provide a meter and calibration


for operation at a 600 angle to the horizon. The company has been


Psked to either replace the unit, recalibrate it or send us a


calibration chart.
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In general, instrumentation will be recorded by the data collec­

tion system but we vlan to be able to read all instrument-tion


lirectly when problems arise.


Preliminary Design Review Four Review Item Discrepancies were


received and answered. Mihutes of the Preliminary Design Review


were typed and distributed. A Glass Stress Analysis was requested.


A baseline drawing for the Air Flat Plate Collector was established
 

as defined in SKSCdX8200-X.


Glass Stress Analysis: Further glass stress analysis recommended


to Life'Sciences Engineering use one cross member to support


5/32" glass in two z46" xtt6" sheets.


Quality Assurance Plan: The Quality Assurance Plan wns comnleted


on January 29th. In a telecon with the Technical Manager, the


Quality Assurance Plan was retained for possible review at the
 

Quiarterly Review.


SC22X48 Test Collector Development: One of the four SC22X48


Test Collectors was modified for the installation of a heat


transfer corrugated sheet which fits in the plenum spacing.


This urit and the others will be modified to the " plenum


spacing .and tested in February.


2. 	 Forecast of Activities to Complete Tasks


2.1 	 The SC22X48 Test Collectors will be reworked to the baseline


plenum P"spacing. They will be installed in Test Cell 2 early


in February for the start of the testing program.


2.2 	 A second SC4X8 Test Collector will be fabricated to baseline


specifications including Zunadrex glass, improved solarsorb


paint application, and an improved panel retention technique


with longitudinal structur al support to maintain the I"plenum


spicing. Full testing will commence on this unit as soon as 
possible. ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
-	 OF POOR QU4ny 
2.3 	 Continued testing of the current SC4X8 test collector in test cell 3


is olanned to see the improvement in performance when changes are made 
including:


Insulation of the sides of the collector


Insulation of the to? outer edges of the ends of the collector


Addition of "U" channels in the air plenum for improved heat 
transfer


Paint the inner sides of the collector


.Changes in air flow rate


2.4 	 Further development of techniques for installation of the SC4X8 collec­

tor and ,prepare Installation.Drawings.
 

2.5 	 Develooment of the Installation, Operation and Maintenance (IOM) Manual.


2;6 	 Continue the test pr~gram taking-data on all units under test in the


three test cells.


2.7 	 Complete the data collection system, design, install and collect data.


2.8 	 Make final decision on the mini-computer, purchase and use to analyze


the data.


-2.9 Preparation of a Spare Parts list.


2.10 	 Prepare schematics, engineering drawings, functional description and test 
data for the Prototype Design Revlew sufficient to evaluate the develop­
ment effort. A finished set of 'shpp drawings' will also be prepared. 
2.11 	 Prepare a Certification Test Request for Proposal for sub-contractors to bid.


3. 	 Identification of Major Problem Areas


3.1 	 -The test data obtained on the SC4X8 collector when it was reworked to


the 1/2" plenum spacing showed an average change of 400 F between input


air and the exit air temperatures. A number of explanations are provided


and there .areprobably multiple factors involved.
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3.2 	 The current St4X8 test collector is nt hi exact agreement with our 
Thermal Analysis. Life Stiences Digineering plans to fabricate an add­
itional SC478 test collector that will meet baseline requirements and the 
thermal analysis requirements including: 
-Skinadex glass


Insulation


Full plenum interior painting with high emissivity black paint


New absorber panel retention technique


Longitudinal supports to maintain the *" plenum spacing.


3.3 	 The design goal of 600F average output air temperature increase for the


S04MI0 collector was not achieved by the SC4X8 collector. As described


in naragraph 1.1.2, the ration that changed the 18,000 Btu/Hr to 14,400


Btu/Hr probably should have been applied to the 60PF design goal for the


average output air temperature. Ah analysis is in preparation to verify


this.


3.4 	 Additional instrumentation will be installed to provide data on weather,


automatic monitoring of flow rates, thermocouples and thermal resistors
 

on test units.
 

4. 	 Data -
Data was collected on January 16th with the plenum spacing at one inch.


The plenum spacing was changed on January 23 to 5/8". On January 27th


the plenum spacing was changed to 4".


The data taken on January 16th was considered preliminary as there was


insufficient longitudinal support to assure maintenance of the I" spacing.


The following code information is supplied for interpretation of the data:


#1 Air outlet thermocouple


#2 Thermocouple on inside of absorber plate 30" from top at center


#3 Thermocouple on inside of absorber plate !30" from bottom at center


#4 Thermocouple on inside of absorber plate at center


#5 Thermocouple on inside of absorber plate 16" from side in line
 

with 	 #4 
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T in Air inlet temperature


"OAT COutside air temperature


4.1 	 Dat& Reduction


Data taken on January 30, 1977 was reduced to show solar input


to the collector, heat transferred from the collector by the air


flow; and the overall efficiency. The entire test wns cnnducted


.holding one value of air flow. Air flow was derived from the velo­

city head of 0.032 in.-H 2 0 occurring in the 9/16" by 45t"pressure
 

test settion near the,entrance to the collector. With an air


density of 0.062 lb/ft3 the velocity in this section was 790 fnm.


With a cross section of 0.178 ft2 this results in a flow of


140.4 CFM, or a mass flow rate of 522 lb/hr.


Insolatinn wns measured with a RHO SIGMA RSlOO8 photovoltaic


pyranometer mounted in the plane of the collector. Calibration


is such that insolatinn is given by the expre.-sinn:


I=mV 	 x 100 Btu/Hr ft2


The net aperature area for solar insolation is:


4 - 30.35 ft
2


The test ran for 31 hours. During that time the integrated


insolation was 30277.6Btu and the heat transferred to the air was


.17,442 Btu giving an average efficiency for the test period of


57.6%. The computation for each time increment are shown in


Table 4.1.


Air 	 flow:in these tests was based upon measurements of velocity


head. The Dwfrer Model 1430 1icro Tector Electronic Hook Gage


was-used,to measure the differential between total head taken by


kiel 	 probes and static head from a wall orifice. Siimilar tests are


planned using the Thomas Meter to measure air flow.


ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
.i-14 . OF POOR QUALITY 
TIE I INPUT AIR FLOW 6 T OUTFUT EFFICIEECY 

PtV/hr ft2 But/hr Lb/hr ! Btuhr % 

11,16 287.8 8735 522 39.3 1 4927 56.4 
11±26 284.5 8635 522 38.2 4790 55.5 
11:36 267.7 8125 522 38.2 l 4827 59.4 
11:46 294.5 8938 522 39.7 1 4977 55.7 
11:56 294-5 8938 522 40.3 5052 56.5 
12:06 294.5 8938 522 39.8 4990 55.8 
12:16 294.5 8938 522 39.4 4940 55.3 
12:26' 294.5 8938 522 39.5 4953 55.4 
12136 29.4.5 8938 522 39.0 4889 54.7 
12:46 294.5 8938 522 39.5 4953 55.4 
13:06 294,5 8938 522 40.7 5103 57.1 
13416 294.5 8938 5? 43.5 5453 61.0 
1-3:26 293.2 8899 522 44.2 5542 62.3 
13,36, 287.8 8735 522 41.1 5153 59.0 
13:46 284.5 8635 522 40.8 5115 59.2 
13:56 281.1 8531 522 39.8 4990 58.5 
.14:o6 281.1 8531 522 39.7 4977 58.3 
14:16 274.4 8328 522 39.3 4927 59.2 
14:26 267.7 8125 522 38.2 4790 58.9 
14,36 264.4 8025 522 37.2 4664 58.1 
14:46 261.0 7921 522 37.0 4639 58.6 
Table 4.1 TEST DATA REDUCTICU (Jan. 30, 1977 Data)


I-l4a


#5 T IN OAT NSOL.
#1 #2 
 #3 #4
TDIE FLOW 

-(max.)RATE

 43 .438
1223 .05" 125 
 108 101.5 112.5 112 49
 
.440

zero 144 221 199 	 221 199 58 46
1253 

.4.45


1315 .008" 97 180.5 165.5 185.5 71.2 53 
47.5' 
(120CFM) 
.425
133 128 51 46
1327 240CFM 78.5 130.1' 120.1 
14.2 133.1 51 7 .435

1337 180CFM 85.8 140.2 128.6 
Note: This test was performed with the plenum spacing


at.1 inch. Pressure drop for the 1 inch spacing 
was less than 0.1 inches of water. 
Test Date: January 16, 1977 
Test Cell No. 1


TEST REPORT 
1311 120CFaf 101 131 i6132 100.8 61 41 .4 
-1315 120CFM 103.5-, 131.5 115 125 
 61 417.R .36
.5 
1318 12 1FM .99,.13"5 130 5.5623. 62 42 .35 
1332 120CFM 87.6 124 U0.9 122.9 109 63 42 .32


1340 120CFM 82.4 106.6 97.5- 101.4 95 
 62 42 .2


Note: 	 This test was perftormed with the plenum spacing 
at 5/8". 
Test Date: January 23, 1977 
Test Cell No. I 
TEST REPORT
 

TIE 

1400 

1423 

1434 

1440 

1517 

1525 

-. J.0 
FLOW 

120 O M 

' 

" 
" 
HI 
#3 

142.5 

138.6 

134.3 

131.7 

105.4 

100.5 

#4 

152.9 

146.5 

143.4 

140 

117.9 

113.2 

Note: 
#5 T IN OAT INSOL. 
13,.7 62 40.5 .42 
133.7 65 42 .395 
123.8 57.5 12 .3n5 
120 56 2 .34 
92.9 50 40 .22 
92.6 48 40 .21 
This test was performed with the plenum spacing 

at inch. 

Feb.4, the Pressure Test Fixture was remeas­
ured and found to have a 9/16" spacing which 
resulted in a flow rate of 140.4CA. 
#1 

'11.8 

109.9 

104.4 

102.6 

88. 

84.6 

o 
#2 

158.6 

153.6 

149.8 

148.8 

108.8 

106.6 
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PART I SUMMARY


1. 	 Introduction


The Development Phase' of the Kir Flat Plate Collector during the Second


Quarter is described in the subsequent parts of this report.


2. 	 Summary


2.1 	 Contract


No changes have been formally submitted. However, an Engineerinr Analysis


of the Temperature Specification for the Air Flat Plate Collector was submitted


on March 31, 1977. This engineering analyses was expected to be the basis of


a change proposal for the outlet temperatures specification.


3. 	 Schedule


3.1 	 Development Plan


The Development Plan, Figure 3-2, indicated that the Prototype Design Review


was rescheduled to June 7, 1977 because of testing delays due to late ship­

ment of the Sunadex glass and paint peeling problems. A proposed schedule of


'ates following the Prototype Design Review was included.


3.2 	 Verification Plan


The Verification Plan Test Program, Fipure 3-1, indicated a one month delay in


the glazing tests. The test schedule was revised when it became evident the


This 	 permitted 2 month stagnation testing which
Sunadex glass would be late. 
 
revealed Solarsorb paint peeling. A proposed reschedule of the test program
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was 	 included in Figure 3-1.


4.' 	 Technical Performance 
4.2 	 Performance Tests 
,Performnce data was collected, reduced and analyzed. Averape efficiency for 
each test was plotted on Figure 4-1. 
4.2 	 Stagnation Tests


Stagnation testing was performed on the on SCAX8 (4 months) and the four SC22X43


test collectors (2months). After 2 months the Solarsorb paint began to peel.


The Neltelpaint on two SC22X4S test collectors did not peel. The peeling was


considered to be an etching/application problem and not necessarily the fault


of the Solarsorb paint.


4.3 	 Absbrber Paint Tents


-	 The Solarsorb paint was compared with the Nctel pint and a very slipht advpnt­
age in thermal absorbti-ity wad found for the Solorsorb paint. The Solarsorb 
paint thickness was dstimated at twice the recommended coating. Hence, Solar­
sorb may be more efficient than indicated by the tests. However, the Solarsorb 
manufacturer recently reported peeling of their test collector in Pennsylvania 
at -2O0 F. Since our Nextel test collector has experienced -20°F temperatures 
without peeling, it is recommended for the Prototype collectors. 
4.4 	 Air Flow Tests and Anal'ysis 
The Nyer Micro Tector Hook Gage was used to verify the Thomas Meter develor­
ment for low air flows. The Thomas meter will b- auton-ated to the data collec­
tion system and uied in future data testins. The Dwver Micro Tector Hook Gase 
is an accurate laboratory instrument, but is not ciauble of automatically mafn­
itoring air flows to three tbst cells..
 

.5 Descriptipn of Activities 	 ORIGiNAL PAGE IS


Ao nt a OF POOR QUASEIY 
RQULTA descriotion of montU,11 activi-ties was provide-d.OFP 
4.6 	 Forecast of Activities to Complete Tasks 
A forecast of the activities required to complete the tasks that are underway 
is provided, and an approximate completion date is given. 
4.7 	 Identification of Major Problem Areas 
Two major problems were discussed, shipping delays and paint peeling. 
The paint peeling problem was resolved. Early approval of long lead items 
for the Prototype Collector was requested. 
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PART II CONTRACT


'-. Changes Requested 
1,1 Engineering Change Proposal 
No requests for official changes have been submitted. However, an Engineering 
Change Proposal is in preparation which changes outlet temperatures specifica­
tions. Currently an outlet temperature of 1300F corresponds to an inlet temp­
erature of 70OF and 1801F for an inlet temperature of 14oF. The proposed 
temperature specification change is: 1200 F for an inlet temperature of 700F 
and 172°F for an inlet temperature of .40 0 F. 
1.2 Prototype Design Review 
The Prototype Design Review was rescheduled for June 7th to complete testing 
of the glazing and analyze results. 
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PART III SCHEDULE


1. 	 Schedule


1.1 	 Verification Plan Test Program


The Verification Plan Test Program as sho on Fipure3-1, shows the actual


schedule.to .be 1 month behind schedule. Late delivery of the Sunadex Glass


and peeling of the Solarsorb paiht were the primary causes of the delay.


The glazing tests will be completed in the month.of May. A proposed reschedule


of'the Verification Plan Test Program was inclu-ded.


1.2 	 Development Plan


Figure 3-2, the Development Planshows the change in the Prototype Desipn


Review from May 3rd to June 7th. This, change in the PDR will reflect changes


in subsequent milestones. A proposed reschedule of milestone indicates that


the last 7 prototype collectors can be delivered by the end of October.


Figure 3-2 also shows that the absorber coatings ,and stagnation tests were run


over a much longer time interval than originally scheduled. This 2 month test


period for the SC22X48 collectors painted with Solarsorb revealed the peeling


problem.
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A..ivity Dec Jan FeD Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 
DEVELOPMENT TESTS 
Air Flow Tests" 
Plenum Spacing Tests 
Air Temperature Output Tests 
- ' 
Basic C6llector Efficiency Data 
QUALIFICATION TESTS 
Absorber Coating Test.. " 
Glazing Tests -
Combined Coatings/Glating' Tests m 
Stagnation Tests 
Environmental Tests m 
Structural Analysis/Testing -
Functional Performance Te'ts 0cc c z r m 
ACCEPTANCE TESTS 
FACI (3 Unitq) 
Final Acceptance (7 units)I 
Planned 
Actual E Z 
Proposed Reschedule 
Figure 3-1 VERIFICATION PLAN TESTING 
Authority to Proceed


Preliminary Design Review


Quarterly Review


" 7 Prototype Design Review 
 
Quarterly Review


First Atricle Review 
 
Quarterly Review


Hardware Delivery


Planned S27 
Actual 
Proposed Reschedule q7 
Figure 3-2 Development Plan


7 
Part IV Technical Performance


4. Data


Several types of testi were run during the Quarter: performance tests, air flow,


paint comparison tests and stagnation tests. As described in section 4.1 to 4.3


only the glazihjtests were not run due to the late arrival of the Sunadex


glass.


4.1 	 Performance'Data


All performance data Was collected on the SC4X8 collector with the plenum


spacing set at A" per the baseline configuratiofi. The collector cross sec­

tion was 0.178 ft2 . Insolation was measured with a Rho Sigma Photovoltaic


pyranoneter mounted in the plane of the collector. It was calibrated at


149.4 mv = 100 Btu/ft2. Thermocouple data was measured with a Doric Tren­

dicator. Air flow was measured with the Dwyer Micro Tector Hook Gage as


the primary standard while testing of the Thomas Meter continued. Air flow


was measured at the pressure test unit located at the entrance to the col­

lector. The S4X8 aperture was 30.35 ft2.


4.1.1 	 Data Reduction ORIGII4IAt VAGz 5 
QUAJULOF poo 
4.1.2 	 February Performance Data Analysis


Delta taken on February 13th and 17th, 1977, is shown displayed in Table 4.1.
 

This data was reduced As shown in Table 7. 2. Preparation for the test began 
at 1330 when the blower motor was started. After temperatures stabilized,


two sets of data were taken when the skies became 85% overcast. The 61.3%


average efficiency for February 13th dati is plotted on Figure41. Prepar­

ation for the February 17th data began at 1130 with the start -of the blower 
motor. A thin later of high clouds covered the skies which cleared by 1330. 
One and one half hours of data were collected with an average efficiency of 
64.3%. The integrated insolation was 13,695 Btu and heat transferred to the


air was 8,806;2 Btu. The average input air temperature to the collector was


70oF.


TIME INSOL INPUT OUTPU3 AMBIEET AIR FLOW 
my. TEMP OF TEMP F TEMP F CFM 
1345 420 69.0 120.0 56.0 113.6


1355 430 71.0 124.2 55.0 113.6


1405 420 72.0 125.2 54.5 113.6


1415 430 72..0 124.7 55.0 113.6


1425 425 72.0 125.4 55.5 113.6


1435 400 72.0 125.0 54.5 113.6


1445 400 71.5 123.0 54.5 113.6


1455 400 71,0 123.7. 56.0 113.6


1505 360 70.0 119.4 54.0 113.6


1515 360 69.5 117.9 52.0 113.6


TEST DATA (Taken Februar I?, 197??)


-1430 
 420 64.0 113.0 54.0 121.5


1445 380 64.0 107.5 53&0 121.5


TEST DATA (Taken February 13, 1977)


Table 4.1,TEST DATA (Taken February 13 & 17, 1977)
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1345 281.1 8531.4 
 422.6 51.0 
1355 287.8 8734.7 
 422.6 55.2 
1403 281.1 8531.4 
 422.6 53.2 
1415 287.8 8734.7 
 422.6 52.7 
1425 284.5 8634,6 
 422.6 53.4 
1435 267.7 8124.7 
 422.6 53.0 
1445 267.7 8124.? 
 422.6 51.5 
1455 267.7 8124.7. 
 422.6 52.7 
1505 241.0 7314.4 
 422.6 49.4 
15-15 241.0 7314.4 
 422.6 48.4 
TEST DATA REDUCTION (February 17, 1977) 
1430 280.9 8526.4 452.1 49,0 
1445 254.2 7714.4 452.1 43.5. 
TEST DATA REDUCTIDN (February 13, 1977) 
Table 4.2,. TM DATA It UCTION (February 13 & 17. 
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5172.6 6o.6


5598.6 64.1


5395.8 63.2


5345.0 61.2


5416.o 62.7


5375.5 66.2


5223.3 64.3


5345'.0 65.8


5010.3 68.5


4949.5 67.7


5316.8 62.4


4 720.0 61.2
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4.1.3 	 March Performance Data Analysis


The data compiled in March 27, 1977 is presented in Table4.3and the reduction


of this data shown in Table 4.4.The testing started with the starting af the


blower motor at 1230. Two hours of data were collected with the average in­

put temperature at 94.80F. The integrated insolation for this period was


14,850 	 Btu and heat transferred to the air was 8,417.3 for an average effici­

ency of 	 56.7%.


.... 4 	 Efficiency Analysis, 
The above average efficiencies were plotted on Figure 41,, Efficiency As A 
Function of Operating Conditions.. Data from January 30th Vas also plotted. 
A curve 	 wan then drawn for the best fit for the plots of average efficiencies.


The deviation of the individual data from the mean efficiencies is also plotted.


This curve and these plots fit the Revised Engineering Analysis of the Temper­

ature Specification for Air Flat Plate Collector dated May 5, 1977


4.2 	 Stagnation Testing


Stagnation testing began on January 1st on the SC4X8 collector in Test Cell 
No. 3. During January and February, stagnation testing consisted of blower 
off condition with just stack air flow in the collector plenum. On March 5th 
a paint peeling appeared in the lower right quadrant of this collector about 
2"x 6"1 	 in size. Closer examination of the absorber panel revealed fine, hair


line cracks in the Solarsorb paint. On the following Saturday a narrow streak


appeared in the upper left quadrant showing more peeling.


4.2.1 	 Analysis of Peeling Problem


Test reports of sample paint coupon by NASA found an "a" of 0.92 and an "e"


of 0.83. this indicated the Solarsorb was applied 2 or 3 times thicker than


t.he desired I mil thickness. In reviewing the paint method, the manufacturer, 
11-12 
TIME INSOL. 
my. 
141o 400 
1420 399 
1430 388 
.144o 380 
1450 377 
1500 365 
1510 350 
1520 33Q 
1530 315 
1540 290 
1550 280 
16oo 265 
1610 250 
INPUT T 
 
TEMP 0F 
 
99.0 
 
98.3 
 
97.3 
 
96.2 
 
94.3 
 
95.0 
 
95.6 
 
94.6 
 
84.6 
 
93.5 
 
92.6 
 
91.4 
 
89.5 
 
OUTPUT 
 
TP OF 
 
147.6 
 
O140:9 
 
136.4 
 
133.7 
 
131.2 
 
130.0 
 
127.6 
 
127.4 
 
126.2 
 
124.9 
 
123.2. 
 
122.5 
 
117.7' 
 
AMBIgT 
 
TSNP F 
 
64.6 
 
63.7 
 
65.4 
 
65.3 
 
63.7 
 
63.7 
 
64.7 
 
64.5 
 
64.3 
 
64.6 
 
64.2 
 
63.0 
 
.64.0 
 
AIR FLOW


CFM


127.5


127.5


127.5


127.5


130.0


130.0


130.0


117.7


117.7


117,7


117.7


117.7


111.0


ORIGINAL PAGE IS


OF POOR QUALITY


Table4.3, TEST DATA (March 27, 1977)
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TIME I INPUT AIR FLOW A T OUTPUT RFlICIMCY 
Btu/hr-f tf Btu/hr Lb/hr Btu/hr % 
1410 267.6 
1420 266.8 
1430 254.5 
.1440 254.2 
1450 252.2 
1500 244.2 
1510 234.2 
1520 220.7 
1530 210.7 
1540 194.0 
1550 187.3 
1600 177.3 
161o 16712­
8120.0 
 
8100..0 
 
7876.8 
 
7714.4 
 
7653.5 
 
7409.9 
 
7105.4 
 
6699.3 
 
6394,8 
 
5887.3 
 
5684.2 
 
5379.8 
 
5075.3 
 
474.3 
 
474,3 
 
474/3 
 
474.3 
 
483.6 
 
483.6 
 
483.6 
 
437.8 
 
437.8 
 
437.8 
 
437.8 
 
437.8 
 
412.9 
 
48.6 
 
42,6 
 
39.1 
 
37.5 
 
36.9 
 
35.0 
 
32.0 
 
32.8 
 
31.6 
 
31.4 
 
30.6 
 
31.1 
 
28.2 
 
5532.4 68.1 
4849.2 59.9 
4450.8 57.6 
4268.7 55.3 
4282.8 56.0 
4062.2 54.8 
37140 52.3 
3446.4 51.5 
3320.3 51.9 
3299.3 56.0 
3215.2 56.6 
3267.7 60.7 
2794.5 55.1 
Table 4.4,TEST DATA REDUCTION (March 27, 1977) 
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J. Caldwell Sr., gave 2 methods of applying the Solarsorb.


(1) Degrease and etch the panel; then paint with Solarsorb using


xylene 	 for thinning. 
(2) Degrease and add the phosphoric acid for etching to the Solarsorb


paint.


Unfortunately, Quality Control manager selected the second procedure. The


phosphoric acid in the paint was not strong enough to etch but simply used


to improve adherence. As a result the paint peeled. All Solarsorb Panels


were found to have the same problema Peeling begins after 2 months of stag­

nation conditions (with some stack flow).


4.2.2 	 Correcting Action


All Solarsorb panels were taken out in late April and the remaining paint re­
moved. A. special buffered hydroxide solution has been purchased to properly 
etch'the absorber panels. Following etching the panels are to be cleaned and 
washed.-' New instructions from the manufacturer now include a "wash undercoat 
paint" followed in a few days by the Solarsorb coating. The one mil thick­
ness can be estimated by noting when Solarsorb coating changes from brown to 
black ,as the paint thickness builds up. Stagnation tests were also part of 
the absorber paint tests. 
4.3 	 Absorber Paint Tests 
Comparison tests were performed between the Solarsorb paint # 0-1077-3/66 
supplied by Caldwell Chemical coatings and for the Nextel Velvet coatings 
1O01 10 supplied by 3M, in order to determine their respective heat absorp­
tioh properties. Temperature measurements were made using a thermocouple 
fastened to the back side and directly in the center of each coated absorber


plate. Instantaneous insolation measurements were taken with a pyranometer


at the end of test intervals. A heat absorption index,5i, was developed for
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each paint under different testing conditions where is the ratio of the


average absorber plate temperatures to the average insolations for the com­

bined tests. Thus,


ORIGINAL PAGE IS T,ave" 
= _ o Poop QU3ALM 4.1 
SI ave


where Ti is the plate temperature and the subscript stands for collectors


1-4. COllectors 1&d.2 were coated with Nextul and set in series so that 
air flow was from 1 to 2. Similarly, collectors 3 and 4 were coated with 
Solarsorb and set in series such that the air flows from 3 to 4. 
4.3.1: Flow Tests
 

The paints were first tested with a flow of air behind the absorber panel.


This experiment was carried out over a one week period from March 30 to


April 5. Data taken on two different days is displayed in Table 4.5 and is


considered representative of the rest of the air flow data. These tests were


taken 	 in the sequence shown by switching the air flow back and forth between


-sets of c6llectors of different paint samples at 10 minute intervals. This 
accounts for the difference in insolation measurements. The data inTable 4.5 
shows that a slight advantage is found with the Solarsorb coating. It is ex­
pected that this advantage will be futher increased for the new Solarsorb 
coated bsorber plates since a better method of application is beinp used. 
4.3.2 	 Stagnation Tests


The second set of tests were performed under stagnation conditions. Approx­

imately two months of stagnation condition (with stack flow) were allowed and


thermal tests were taken at various times during this period. Data from two


-representative days is displayed in Table 4.6. Very little change appeared in


the absorption properties of either paint over this long stagntion period.


Th6 Solarsorb coated collectors were again shown to slightly have better heat


absorption properties as compared to the Nextel, though the Solarsorb showed


Paint Comparison Tests with Air Flow


Nextel Solarsorb 
3-31-77 TIF T20F I Btuh/ft2 T I Tu I Btuh/ft 
1. ll.4 140.0 267.7 121.9 149.7 281.1 
2. 119.0 140.0 301.2 121.2 148.0 281.1 
3. 121.6 144.0 267.7 120.1 144.2 P74.4 
4. 123.0 146.0 269.1 121.9 143;4 264.4 
5. 125.8 151.0 275.8 122.3 144.4 277.8 
Averages 121.56 144.2 276.3 121.4 145.9 275.8 
0.44 0.55 0.4 0.53 
Nextel Solarsorb 
4-5-77 Ti T2 I. T i TI, I 
1. 119.5 145.1 281.1 116.0 140.0 267.7 
2. 118.0 144.3 282.5 117.0 141.7 271.1 
3. 120.6 147.8 281.1 118.6 142.5 271.1 
4. 115.1 144.7 281.1 119.5 143.6 274.4 
5. 120.8 148.2 281.4. 121.4 145.7 277.8 
Averages 118.8 146,0 118.6 142.7 270.4 
± 0.42 0.52 0.439 0.53 
Table 4.5
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Paint Comparison Tests Under Stagnation


4-6-77 
NEXTEL SOLARSORB 
Data Point T1 T T I 
DEG. F DEG. F DEG.F DEG. F BTU/hr-ft 2 
1. 152.4 169.4 158.2 178.0 197.5 
2. 169.0 195.0 176.1 203.1 214.2 
3. 185.2 220.4 189.8 227.8 241.0 
4.. 19562 240.4 201.7 247.6 261.0 
5. 209.3 256.0 214.3 261.5 267.7 
6. 212.3 267.2 216.9 272.3 267.7 
7. 216.2 274.4 221.6 278.4 274.4 
8. 211.0 276.2 219.8 286.5 274.4 
9. 213.8 275.4 215.7 279.3 271.1 
10. 210.6 272.1 215.6 276.6 269.1 
Average 198.65 249.3 203.6 254.6 254.0 
"0.782 0.981 0.802 1.002 
OIGNOf IOOR 
Table 4.6 a 
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Paint Comparison Tests Under Stagnation
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- NEXTEL SOLARSORB " 
Data Point T1 
 
DMrl. F 
1. 199.7 
 
2. 209.8 
 
3. 208.8 
 
4. 209.4 
 
5. 210.2 
 
6. 208.4 
 
7. 204°3 
 
8. 201.6 
 
9. 195.0 
 
10. 189.9 
 
Average. 201.78 
 
0.788 
 
T T 
DEG. F DEG. F 
237.1 202.0 
249.9 213.5 
254.0 212.0 
255.9 210.6 
258.0 213.4 
258.6 211.4 
256.2 205.5­
254.1. 204.5 
249.0 198.2 
243.2 191.0 
250.3 204.1 
 
0.977 0.797 
 
Table 4.6 b
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T4 

DEG. F 
240.0 

252.4 

256.6 

258.4 

260.4 

260.8 

258.1 

255.3 

250.0 

244.2 

252.3 

0.985 

I 
BTU/hr-ft2 

267.7 

267.7 

267.7 

264.4 

.264.4 

261.0 

257.7 

254.3 

247.7 

237.6 

256.16 

signs of cracking and peeling. Corrective action to the peeling problem


is discussed in section 4.2.2. Since the Solarsorb coating is estimated


at twice the recommended thickness the Solarsorb may be even more effic­
ient than the tests indicate. However, the Solarsorb manufacturer recently

reported peeling of their test collector in Pennsylvpnia at -200F. Since 
our Nextel test collactdr has experienced -20oF temperatures without peel­
ing, it 	 is recommended for the Prototype Collectors. 
4.4 	 Air Flow Tests & Analysis 
The Solar Collectors built by Life Science Engineoring can be used with air 
flow rates in the range of from 50 to 1030 CFM. Expected air flow testing 
will range from 100 to 240 CFM. Air flows in this range have been recognized 
as being extremely difficult to measure. Two instruments were used to 
measure the air flow.


The Dwyer Micro Tector Hook Gage is proven to be an extremely accurate lab­

oratory instrument and was used as a standard for calibration. However, this


instrument cound not be used in our electronic data collection system to auto­

matically measure air flows to three test cells. Also, it was found when


field 	 tested that the Hook Gage was affected by weather conditions such as


exposure to the sun and wind pressure on plastic tubing. The Hook sage must


be stored inside so the fluid will not freeze. A stabilization period is


required when it is brought outside for testing.


A Thomas Meter was developed in order to have a system that could be used


in conjunction with a digital recordr. Modifications to the Thomas Meter were
 

rade and good correspondence was achieved between the measurements of the


two instruments. -
4.4.1 	 - Thomas Meter Development 
OR1G1OF POOR PAGEQU IS 
A Thomas Meter was originally constructed using two fine copper filaments, 
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placed in the air flow.path on either side of a nichrome heating filament­

tation. The temperature rise of the air passing throuh the heating fil­

ament was td be measured by a bridge circuit which detected the change in


tho resistance of the copper filament -on the downstream side of the heater. 
Because of instrumentation difficulties, the sensitivity of this method was


low.


The Thomas Meter was then modified by replacing the copper fil~ments.with


thermiopiles constructed of six couples of copper constantan thermocouple


wire.- Prior to the introduction of electrical power to the nichrome heating


filament, the temperature of the air passing through the meter was measured


by means of a Doric Trendicator. Power was then applied to the nichrome fil­
ament. The poiver dissipated in the filament was measured by a Simpson Model 
79 -Wattmeter with a range df 300 watts. The Doric Trendicator was then used 
to measure the change in temperature between the two thermopiles. The temp­
erature change is arrived at as follows:


AT Across Thermopile Thermopile Reading OF -Initial Temperature OFAe2. 
-
Number of Thermocouple Junctions


Tests were run on February 12, 1977 with two different air flows,and various
 

increments of power suppliedto the heater up to 300 Watts. The scatter ob­

'tained is shown by the points plotted in Figure 4.2. This plot shows that


the relationship between AT and power to the heater is essentially'a straight


line .relationship. The tabulation of this data is given in Table 4.7.


Air flow is then derived from AT and power-supplied by the following relation­
ship:, 
Power x 3.413 Btuh/Watt
 

Flow rate, CFM =


AT x C x 60 mn/hr x density


This may be simplified for the specific conditions of this test to:


3.823 x Power (Watts)


Flow rate, CFMZ 
 
AT 
11-21 
4.3 
The ducting containing the Thomas Meter was then connected to the collector


system which introducted restrictions to the air flow on February 17, 1977


and additional tests were conducted. This resulted in a greater temperature


rise for a lower value of power. The flow rate tabulation is shown in Table


4;7 and isignated as Flow 0.


During testing, variations were found in the power as shown by slow variations


in the Wattmeter. Control of the input power was obtained by the addition


of a Variae.


4.4.2 	 Ice Bath 
The original data showed that small fluctuations of the order of 3 % in AT 
caused changes of up tol5 % variation in the CFM calculation. It was decided 
that an absolute reference junction was needed for measurement of AT. This 
was accomplished by removing the upstream thermopile fram the plenum and plac­
ing it in an ice bath. The collectors remained connected for the rest of the
 

flow measurements. On February 20th three tests with the ice bath were car­

ried out in conjuncti6n.with the 1ook Gage. The data was taken for 50 watt


increments in the applied power up to a 300 watt maximum value. An air flow


was selected and two successive tests were made and compared to the Hook Gage


readings. For the third test the air flow was increased and the test was re­

peated. AT and air flow rates were calculated using equation 4.2 and 4.3


respectively and the results are tabulated in Table 4.8. A plot showing the


variation of AT with applied power is illustrated for each test in Figure 4.3.


A straight line relationship is again obtained. The deviation of &T from the


curve using the ice bath is seen to be condiderably less than the deviation


with the ambient air reference.


An examination of Figure 4.3 shows a small difference in the slopes of the two


curves fot the first two tests. Part of this is attributed to the change in
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low 0 
4 
" -wP A 
#
-.02 

'l , fl] 
PowzE(Watts) 

Figure 4.2 Thomas Meter Power -Temperature Rlationship 

Table 4.7 Thomas Meter Flow Tabulations


Watts Degree Differentil AT CFM 
Flow A to -­
50 3.30 0.55 347 
.100 6.00 1.00 382 
150 9.60 1.60 358 
200 12.30 2.05 372 
250 16.20 2.70 363 
300 18.80 3.13 366 
250 16.00 2.67 353 
200 12.80 2.13 358 
150 9.90 1.65 347 
100, 6.80 1.13 338 
Flow B 0 
•00 10.90 1.82 630 
200 7.70 1.28 597 
100 4.20 0.70 546 
150 6.50 1.08 531 
100 4.60 0.77 496 
50 2.80 0. 47 406 
.200 7.60 1.27 585 
250 9.80 1.63 587 
300 11.70 1.95 
Flow c 10. 30.60 5.10 75 
102 34.40 5.73 68 
105 38.20 6.37 63 
68 39.30 6.55 63 
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Time Power(Watts) 
Test 1. 1410 0 
1411 103 
 
1412 150 
 
1413 200 
 
1414 250 
 
1415 300 
 
1417 250 
 
1418 200 
 
1419 200 
 
1420, -150 
Test 2. 1437 100 
 
1437 150 
 
1440 150 
 
142 200 
 
1443 250 
 
1444 300 
 
1445 250 
 
1449 150 
 
1453 100 
 
T 
;.13 
 
4.40 
5.90 
7.55 
 
8.90 
7.6o 
6.08 
6.05 
4.63 
 
Average 
 
3.15 
 
4.70 
 
4.68 
 
6.1o 
 
7.65 
 
9.18 
 
7.83 
 
4.80 
 
3.13 
 
Average 
 
Thomas Meter(CFM) Hook Gage (OfI) 
- 120.3


126


130


129


126


129


125


126


126


124, 116


126


121


122


122


125 124


125


125


122 125


120


122

123


Table 4.8 Thomas Meter Performance Data Using Ice Bath


Continued dn following page) 
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-Time Watts T CFI(Thomas Meter) OCF(Hook Gage)


1510 200 4.83 158.2 160.7


Test 3


1511 300 7.33 156.3


1512 300 7.33 156.3


1514 200 4e90 155.9


1515 150 3.80 150.8 156.9


Average 155.5


Table 4.8 	 Thomas Meter Performance Data Using Ice Bath


(Conclusion.of Table 4.8)
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Figure 4.3 Thomas Meter Pwer - Temperature Relationship PCnHR(Watts) 
With Ice Bath Reference 
air density due to increases in the inlet air temperature which causes a


change in the flow rate.
 

Variation in the air flow rate for each test are within 3% oftthe mean.


The comparison between the Thomas Meter and the Hook Gage in each of the


three tests'exhibited an average of 3 % difference which is considered sat­

isfactory.


4.4.3 Testing Difficulties 
When subsequent testing with other collectors was made in March it was found 
that the above results were not reproducible. The response of the Hook Gage 
and thermopiles was not linear With linear changes in the air flow rates. 
This was attributed in part to air leaks in the plenum caused by changing 
collectors. These were repaired and a better response was observed, though 
it was not'as good as previously. The reason for this poor agreement of re­
sults was discovered when it was noticed that tests run with a single thermo 
couple in place of the thermopile displayed good comparison with the Hook Gage. 
This led to the discovery of a malfunction in one of the couples of the thermo­
pile. Correction of this couple resulted in again obtaining reliable data. 
It was found that a small error was stillbeing introduced into the system 
because of a temperature stratification in the ice bath. It became necessary 
to either agitate the ice bath vessel regularly or place another reference therm­
opile in the ice bath. and take temperature readings at each data point. 
4.4.4. 	 Thermocouple versus thermopile Testing 
Additional testing wad performed with the Thomas Meter. Comparison tests be­
tween a single thermocouple and the Hook Gage, and between the thermocouple 
and the six couple thermopile. During these tests the air flow rates were 
varied from 80 to 180 CFM and the power ranged between 100 to 200 watts to 
determine if there existamoptimum air flow regime for the Thomas Meter test­
ing. 	 It was found.that good correspondence between Thomas Meter and Hook.Gage
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Rlowe~r Power Flow 1 (OEM) Flow 2 (CPU) Plow 1 
RPM Watts Thermocouple Thermopile Flow 2 
steady 100 159 155 0.97 
steady 100 159 154 .97 
decrease 100 116 117 1.01 
steady 100 116 117 1.01 
decrease 1O 80 83 1.02 
steady 100 80 82 1.03 
increase 100 106 108 1.01 
steady 100 109 106 .97 
increase 150 147 149 1,01 
steady 150 147 149 1.01 
steady 150 147 151 1.03 
Table 4.9, Flow Measurements Using Thermocouple Versus 6 Couple Thermopile
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Blower Power 
 
RM WattS 
increasing 98 
 
increasing 98 
 
increasing 98 
 
increasing 98 
 
increasing 98 
 
decreasing 150 
 
decreasing 150 
 
decreasing 150 
 
decreasing 150 
 
decreasing 150 
 
increasing 200 
 
increasing 200 
 
increasing 200 
 
increasing 200 
 
decreasing 150 
 
decreasing 150 
 
decreasing 15 
 
decreasing 155 
 
steady 102 
 
steady 150 
 
steady 200 
Flow 1 (CPM) 
 
Thermocouple 
 
76 
 
1o5 
 
121 
 
129 
 
161 
 
148 
 
138 
 
108 
 
99 
 
85 
 
101 
113 
 
127 
 
152 
 
135 
 
128 
 
11_3 
91 
 
109" 
 
104 
 
1W 
 
Flow I (CFU) 
 
Hook Gage 
 
73 
 
102 
 
122 
 
131 
 
157 
 
161 
 
140 
127 
 
108 
 
99 
 
116 
 
131 
 
.145 
 
159 
 
147 
 
142 
 
126 
 
ill 
 
116 
 
122 
 
122 
Flow 1


Flow


1gO4


1.03


.99


.98


1.02


.92


.98


.85


.91


.86


.87


.86


.88


.96


.91


.90


.89


.81


.94


.85


.84 
Table 4.10 Air Flow Measurement. Using Thermocouple Versus 
Dwyer Micro Tector Hook Gage. (April 22, 1977) 
ORIGINAL PAGE 18 
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reading was found over the whole range of air flows. The six couple thermo­

pile proved to be only slightly better for measuring air flows than the therm­

ocouple. The results of these tests are shown in Table 4.9 and 4.10


A.5 	 General Description of Work Accomplished During the Quarter


4.5.1 	 February


Teat Coilector


Pour SC22X48 Test Collectors' plenum chambers were reworked to the PDR base­

line specification. A 1/32 " teflon strip was placed between the absorber


paiel and the U Channel. This was developed to improve motion due to expan­

sion of the absorber panel. The absorber panel was provided with elongated


holes for rivets. Interconnecting units wer6 developed for these SC22XZ8


panels. Transmissivity data was taken on the collector glazings.


Test Facility 

Test Cell No. 2 was.modified for installation of the four S022X48 test col­

lectors. An air flow director was installed to direct air from one set of 

vertical panels to the other. 

The Test Station was developed on the east wall of the Test Facility. A Doric


Trefdicator, Wattmeter, Solar Pyranometer and Variac were installed. Six ad­

ditional thermocouples were added to the SC4X8 pressure test units to monitor


input/output temperatures. Eight thermocouples were added to Test Cell No. 2


fo input/outpat temperature monitoring.


Data Collection System


Several data loggers and mini computers were investigated. Two data loggers 

were followed tip. It was tentatively decided a mini computer would hot be 

essential to the program. 

Test Diat 
Due to 	 poor weather only a few days of data were taken after side insulation 
11-31 
was installed on the SC4X8 collector.


The Thomas Meter copper wire sensing elements were replaced with a thermo­
pile as the copper wire did not have the required sensitivity. Initial com­

parative tests between the Thomas Meter and the Dwyer Micro Tector Hook Gage


were in good agreement.


4.5.2 	 March


Test Collectors
 

Prior to installing the four SC22X48 test collectors, two thermocouples had


to be replaced. They were fixed with epoxy and then covered with RTV. Pres­

sure test units were fabricated and installed above and below the other two


sets of collectors.


Test Facility 
Test Cell No. 2 Thomas Meter outlet- ducting was reworked for alternate equal 
flow to the two sets of collectors. 
SC4X8 Test Data


Test data was obtained on the SC4X8 collector through March 27th. The collec­

tor was in stagnation testing (with stack flcw)from installation. On March 5th


a 2AR. peeling spot appeared. On closer examination, there were also hair


line cracks which the Solarsorb manufacturer indicated was due to over spray­

ing.


Performance test data was taken on several days at 70OF inlet temperature.


On March 27th, a 95°F average-inlet temperature was used.


SC22X48 Collectors


The four SC22X48 test collectors were in stagnation testing since early March.


Preliminary data indicated little temperature difference between the Solarsorb


and Nextel paints.
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Data Collection System


-A letter was sent to the Technical Manager requesting concurrence to purchase


a Doric Digitrend 220 data logger. Concurrence was given by the Technical


Manager in a teleon.


The Life Sciences Engineering staff decided a mini computer was not necessary


at this time.
 

Specification Review


The thermal specification for 130OF (for an inlet of 700F) and 180F (for an 
inlet of 1400F) was analyzed because performance data was not meeting spec­
ification data. It was found that the 1300F/1800F specifications were devel­
oped for the original 4' x 10' collector. An Engineering Analysis of the Ther­
mal temperature Specification used theoretical tables and curves to indicate 
what could be expected for specific flow rates.. A recommendation was made to 
change the specification air outlet temperatures to 120OF &l/2 0 F. 
4.5.3 	 April


S622XS Test Collectors


After two months of stagnation testing, mainly with stack flow, both Solarsorb


coated absorber panels showed a few peeling spots. Further discussions with


the Solarsorb manufacturer indicate that putting phosphoric acid in the Solar­

sorb paint was insufficient to properly etch these panels. Late in April, the


panels were removed and dismantled. The Solarsorb paint was removed with paint


remover and the panels were reworked.


Total dtagnation testing was performed on two days about a week apart. This


test was combined with absorber paint testing. The results of the stagnation


tests indicate that the Solarsorb had slightly better thertli absorption properties. 
The Nextel paint withstood the severe conditions without noticeable change while


the Solarsorb paint showed peeling. However, the absorber panels were not etched
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for the Solarsorb so that the tests were not considered fair to Solarsorb


and will be resumed in hay.


364XS Test Collector


After March 27th, testing on the SC4X8 Test Collector was halted due to the


continued peeling of the paint. The collector will be reworked as soon as


the Sunadex glass is delivered.


Test Facility


rfuring testing of ths SC4X8 and SC22X48 panels, discrepancies in air flow were
 

found. Considerable work was done in locating the leaks and caulking and foam­

ing these areas.
 

The Thomas Meter was tested under a series of air flows for different applied


power to the heater filament. The data indicates that -the meter is


not dependent on a particular heater wattage and the data is repeatable with­

in limits of the thermocouples and the Doric Trendicator.


New SC4X8 Test Collector


A new SC4X8 Test Collector has been fabricated to baseline specifications and
 

to prepare the manufacturing drawings. This collector has a center crossbrace


for two 4' x 4' Sunadex glass glazings. The absorber panel was designed to


float within the collector to prevent stresses. This new design was based on


our-tress analysis entitled, Absorber Paneling Stiffening and Attachment to


Frame Conclusions and Glass Stress Conclusions. A crossbracd located in the


center of the collector not only supports two glass sheets, but also supports


the absorber panel and the side frame. The absorber panel is only attached to


theoerossbrace to provide for its expansion and contraction. It is often re­

ferred to as a floating absorber panel.
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4.6 	 Forcast of Activities to Complete Tasks


4.6.1 	 The following activities are forcast for the month of May which are required 
for the 	 Prototype Design Review.


Glazing tests will be completed in May with Sunadex glass compared with regular 
glass is2 sets of SC22X48 collectors all with Nextel painted absorber panels. 
4.6.2 	 The second 304X8 Test Collector fabrication will be completed in May to base­

line specifications and thermal analysis requirements. This test collector


will be used to co:aplete manufacturing drawings and procedure by mid-May.


This will be the first unit to have the center crosabl-aee. Testing of this 
,unit will begin late in May. 
4.6,3 Installation drawings will be developed using two spare test collectors during 
May. 
4.6.4 	 The data collection system delivery is expected in May. It will be installed


checked out and used for data collection by June.


4.6.5 	 The Installation, Operation and Maintence Manual will be completed in May.


4.6.6 	 The Certification Plan willbe based on the Verification Plan. Specific Qual


Unit testing has been prepared for incorporation into the-Certification Plan.


4.6.7 	 The Spare Parts List and function description of the SC0X8 collector will be


completed for the Prototype Design Review.


4.6.8 	 Review the Revised Engineering Analysis of the Temperature Specification,


th
in Huntsville May 24 
4.7 	 Identification of the Major problem Areas.


407.1 	 Shipping at components and materials has been a continuing problem. Tne 
Sunadex glass took l months. Extrusions may take four weeks. 
Approval is requested to order the Sunadex glass and end section extrusion 
as soon as possible as consistent with the Prototype Design Review procedures. 
4.7.2 	 The Solarsorb paint peeling was primarily due to poor directions from the


manufacturer for absorber panel preperation. A complete procedure has been
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prepared to properly clean, etch,and desmut each absorber 
panel prior to


painting. The entire procedure will be tested by 
mid-May.
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Part I Summary


1. 	 Introduction


This third quarter was the Final Developmental Phase of the


Air Flat Plate Collector and Manufacturing preparations which


are 	 described in the subsequent parts of this report.


2. 	 Summary


2.1. 	 Contract


An Engineering change proposal was subitted and approved for


changing the air outlet tempetature specifications.


3. 	 Schedule


A proposed schedule for manufacturing was given along with com­

pletion dates.


I. 	 Technical Performance
 

4.1. 	 Data Analysis


Glazing performance data was collected, reduced and analyzed


and the results were tabulated.


4.2. 	 Glazing Tests


Stagnation and Performance Testing was performed on the Sunadex


glazing and compared to normal glass.


III-1


4.3. 	 Back Panel Testing


Stigriation and Performance Testing was performed on bare


panels and compared to back panels with flat black coatings.


4.4. 	 Heat Transfer Testing


-Preliminary Testing was performed on the SC4X8 absorber panel


to deterimine the heat transfer properties between the absorber


and U-channel stiffeners.


4.5, 	 Description-of Activities


A description of-monthly activities was provided.


4.6. 	 Forecast of Activities to Complete Tasks


A Forecast of Activities required to complete manufacturing of


the first eleven SC4X8 collectors were provided and an approx­

imate completion date was giveni


4.7. 	 Major Problem Area


Shipping delays were discussed and expected arrival times were


.given. This also required changes to the -production schedule.


III-2 	 t~sr 
PART II CONTRACT


2. 	 Changes Requested


-z.1 	 Engineering Change Proposal


An Engineering Change Proposal titled,"Heating Capacity Air Exit


Temperaturps,9 Program Control-Number AH-00274 was submitted on


May 13, 1977. The ECP was approved by CCBD 301-77-0144 as stated


in Amendment/Modification No. 4. This ECP changed the Subsystem


Performance output: from 1300F to 120OF fat a 700 F inlet air temp­

eratre, and from 180OF to 172 0F output for a 140OF inlet air temp­

erature; The graph of Efficiency as a Function of Operating Con­

ditions.was changed to include the above performance changes.


2.2 	 Prototype Design Review.


The Prototype Design Review corrected 13 Review Item Discrepancies.


On June 24th, the Technical Manager closed all RIDs and directed


Life Sciences Engineering to proceed with fabrication of the Proto­

type Collectors.


DRIGINAL PAGE IS 
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PART III SCHEDULE


3. Schedule


j.l Verification Plan Test Program


The Verification Plan Test Program was revised as shown in Figure


3-1. The GLazings Tests and Combined- oatings/GOazings tests occur­

red in late May and June. Additional stagation tests were added in


June with the Combined Coatings/Glazings Tests. The Environmental


Tests and Structural Analysis/Testing were transferred as part of


the Certification Tests to August. This was necessary as materials


for the Qualification Unit and Prototype Collectors could not be


ordered until the end of June. An additional Functional Performance


Test was included as it was part of the Certification Test.


-Acceptance Tests for the first three (FACI) Prototype Collectors


wasproposed for mid-September. Acceptance Tests for the remaining


7 Prototypb Coliectors was proposed for mid-October.


.2 Development Plan


The-Development Plan, Figure 3-2, was simplified by listing all


Quatterly Reviews on one line. The Firdt Article Review was proposed


for mid-September. Hardware delivery for the first 3 Prototype Col­

lectors was rescheduled for late September. The'Prototype Review


was completed on June 24th.
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AZ?3r : ty DEC JAN FEB IAR APR MAY JUN JUL AU3 SEP OCT 
DEVELOPMENT TESTS 
Air Flow Tests 
Plenum Spacing.Tests 
Air Temperature Output Tests 
Basic Collector Efficiency Data 
•QUALIFICATION TESTS 
Absorber CoAting Tests 
Glazing Tests 
Combined Coatings/Glazings Tests 
rn 
I1 
Stagnation Tests 
Environmental Tests (Cert. Test) 
Structural Tests (Cert. Test) 
Functional Performance Tests (Cert Test) 0I 
U 
U 
ACCEPTANCE TESTS 
FACI (3 Units) SE 
Final Acceptance (7 Units) c 
Planned 
Actual 
Proposed Reschedule V777-77 17 
Figure 3-1 VERIFICATIO PLAN TESTING 
MILESTONES NOV DEC JAN FEB lUR APR. MAY JUt JUL AUG SEP OCT 
Authority to Proaped


Preliminary Design Review 
Quarterly Reviews 
Prototype Design Review N 
First Article Review 
 
Hardware Delivery \7 
Planned 
Actual


Proposed Res ohedale


Ur. 3-2 DEV:LOACvC.T HLAN 
PART IV TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE


Data


Testing began in this Quarter with the glazing tests for Sunadex


glass cnMay 22. These tests continued into June. In July tests


were made to determine if there was an advantage or disadvantage


in painting the inside portion of the back panel. Preliminary


tests were also made in July to determine if there was good heat


transfer between the 4Vx8' absorber panel and the U channel stif­

feners riveted to the back of the absorber.


4.1 	 Data Analysis


Data taken-during the glazing stagnation tests was recorded with


the boric Trendicator. In early June the Digitrend Data Logger


was installed and checked, out and all subsequent data was recorded


with this instrument where possible. The Doric Trendicator was


used in -the heat transfer tests with 4'xS' absorber panel and is


presently being used to monitor outgasing tests made with an 18"x18"


small test fixture. Insolation testing through the middle of July


was taken with the new Rho Sigma Pyranometer. The subsequent de­

gradation of two Rho Sigmas prompted Life Sciences to order the


Epply'TSP Spectral Pyranometer which was delivered after mid-July.


Air flow testing was made with the Thomas Meter and checked per­

iodically with the Dwyer Micro Tector Hook Gage.


4.2 	 Glazing Tests


Stagnation and performance testing began on May 22nd right after


'the Sunadex glazing arrived. The first results were considered


unsatisfactory due to the partial failure of the Rho Sigma Pyrano­

meter. Upon replacing the Rho Sigma good results followed.
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4.2.1 Stagnation Testing


On May 27th stagnation testing occurred. The East cell at the


test facility was composed of two series 22"x4 81 Test Collectors


each having aSti~dex glazing. The West cell was identical except


the glazing was of plain glass. The day was clear and wind speed


was cohsidered negligible. Readings were taken at 15 minute inter­

vals. The results are recorded in Table 4-1. These results show


that during stagnation the lower collector in the East cell utiliz­

ing the sundex glazing was consistently 20? hotter than the normal


The upper collector of the East cell held a consistent 60
glazing; 
 
advantage over the plain glass cell.


4.2.2 Performance Testing


Testing was halted the first week of June until the Digitrend Data


Logger was installed, and checked out. Several days of glazing


tests followed with the blower on. Representative data was taken


on June 14th; The day was clear with a negligible wind factor. A


few clouds formed in the late afternoon giving variations in the


insolation readings. The results are recorded in Table 4-2. Air


flow in each cell was monitored separately and stayed consistently


within 2 or 3% of each other as the blower RPM'S were varied. The


efficiency calculations show an enhancement in the BTU output for


the Sundex glazing of from 10 to 18% over that of normal glass de­

pending on the volume of air flow Further testing is planned to


verify this initial data,, in September and October.


OfOOR
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Back Panel Coating tests Eat an OUGI1AL -PAGEI
Juyrsume 
 Wes
4.3 Te~tng

Testing resumed July 20th. The East and West test cells were suoplied


with identically constructed test collectors, each having Sundex


glazings. The only difference in the collectors was that the inside
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Normal


Lower Upper


Collctors Collectors


F OF 
220 236


227 244


232 250


236 254


240 259


243 263


245 265


245 265


2A4 265


243 264


241 263


238 260


235 257


230 252


225 247


Insolation 

246 

248 

254 

255 

257 

261 

261 

257 

'257 

254 

250 

246 

243 

235 

228 

SUNADEX GLAZING STAGNATION DATA *

Sunadex 
 
Ambient Lower Upper 

Temperature Collectors Collectors 

OF OF OF 

72 223 243 

72 229 251 

74 234 256 

75' 237 261 

76 242 266 

77 245 269 

77' 246 271 

77 246 272 

78 245 272 

78 243 270 

80 242 269 

79 239 266 

79 235 262 

80 231 257 

80 225 252 

• Data Was taken at 15 minute intervals


Table 4-1 (May 27, 1977) 
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SUNADEX GLAZING PERFORINCE TEST * 
Sunadex glass Normal glass 
Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet 
Insolation Ambient Temperature Temperature CFM Efficiency Temperature Temperature CF.A Efficiency 
265 88 95 145 57 71 94 134 54 54 
267 89 96 148 57 73 95 136 54 56 
266 89 97 150 53 69 96 139 51 53 
266 90 98 151 53 70 97 140 51 54 
265 90 99 152 53 71 98 141 50 53 
266 91 100 153 56 73 99. 141 52 54 
262 90 101 153 54 71 100 141 52 54 
261 92 102 153 55 71 101 141 52 54 
258 92 103 153 55 72 1Q2 141 52 53 
252 92 103 152 55 69 102 140 52 52 
232 94 103 150 55 74 102 139 52 54 
e-, 
SData ,;as taken at 15 minute iter-rals 
Table 4-2 (June 14, 197') 
of the East collectors had a flat black coating and the West.cell


collectors had bare aluminum back panels.


4.3.1 Stagnation Testing


The testing results taken on July 20th are tabulated in Table 4-3


and show that no consistent advantage is given to either test cell


and that in most cases the results are nearly identical.


4.3.2 	 Performance Testing


Air -flow testing began July 27th and results are tabulated in Table


4-4. The efficiency calculations again show that no significant
 

advantage exists for the coated back panel, but the skj had been


partly cloudy to -overcast since testing began so that additional


testing is required.


4.4 	 Heat Transfer Between Absorber Panel and Stiffeners


Concern .has been raised over the heat transfer between the absorber


panel and the U-channel stiffeners riveted to the back of the


atsarer so that for cases of thermal shock to the collector, the


-absorber panel would have room to expand without buckling. A worst


case condition was investigated in which the collector was assumed


below zero at night and an early morning sun was suddenly exposed to


the collector., Heat transfer between the absorber and U-channel was


assumed to be poor and a possible temperature difference of 120OF


was arrived at. On the basis of this, a 1/4"x5/32" obround rivet
 

hole was arrived at, giving the length of the absorber sheet 1/8" on


each end to expand without bi1dlifg, K:.


Preliminary testing was performed without air flow on the Manufactur­

ing Mock-up test collector. The absorber panel temperature was


monitored in the position required by the specifications. One U­

channel,temperature was monitored directly on the and rivet nearest
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COATED VERSUS UNCOAThD BACK PANEL DATA 
UNDER STAGNATION* 
Uncoated 	 Coated


Insolation* Top T.C. Center T.C. Side T.C. Top T.C. Center T.C. Side T.C.


oF OF OF OF OF OF


270 254 247 243 251 246 242


272 260 253 248 258 252 249


273 264 256 251 262 256 254


280 270 262 257 270 264 262


'275 273 264 259 273 266 266


277 274 265 259 274 267 267


275 271 263 256 272 265 266


275 252 245 236 252 246 246


275 264 254 248 263 256 258


271 262 252 245 261 253 256


268 258 251 242 258 250 254


265 253 248 237 254 246 250


257 248 241 232 248 241 245


256 240 232 22h 240 233 237


* Data was taken at 15 minute intervals.


* 	 * Results tabulated on the upper collectors of 
each cell. 
Table 4-3" (July 20, 1977)
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UNCOATED ' COATED 
INSOLATION CFM T EFF CFM T EFF 
208 48 15 26 45 16. 20 
231 "48" 19 24-: 45 20 24 
262 45 26 27 42 30 - 29 
254 45 26 -28 L2 30 30 
215 52" 25 37 V4­ 28 38. 
-258 52 24 29 48 27 30 
279­ 52 30 34. 48 34 34 
263 60 31 43 55 30 38 
277 -60 30 40 55 33 40 
H 260 44 29 30 40 .28 40 
245 44 30 33 40 - 30 30 
Table 4-4 COATED VERSUS UNCOATED BACK BANLS 7I'9 AIR FLOW (Jaly 27,197") 
the top of the absorber. On the opposite U-channel, a thermocouple


was placed between the top two rivets. The sheet was allowed to


come to equilibrium indoors and then taken outside and set perpen­

dicular to bright sunshine. Temperature increases were monitored


by the Doric Trendicator at one minute intervals. The results are


displayed in Table 4-5. Note that the temperature lag of the U-chan­

nel hits its peak in 2 to 3 minutes and that the rates of temperature


increase thereafter, are approximately the same for the absorber pan­

el and the U-channel until equilibrium is approached when the U-chan­

nel temperature approaches that of the absorber panel. Visual in­

spection of the absorber during the test found no buckling. This


indicated that heat transfer was much better than previously belie­

ved and the existing l/4"x5/16" obround rivet holes were more than


adequate for any conditions of thermal shock found in the United States.


4.5 General Descriptioh of Work Accomplished during the Quarter


May


Test Collectors


Two SC22X48 Test Collectors were reworked for the Glazing Tests by


replacing the plain glass with Sunadex glass. Initial data was taken


on May 22nd. which compared the Sunadeg performance against plain


glass performance.


Data Collection System


The wind direction and speed instrument was received and installed on


May 27th. The Digitrend Data Logger arrived on May 31st and was in­

stalled durinW the first week in June.


Design Changes


A Revised Engineering Analysis of the Temperature Specification for


the Air Flat Plate Collector was prepared and became the basis for


the Engineering Change Proposal described in Section II.
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HEAT TRANSFER TESTING BETWEN ABSORBER AND STIFFENERS 
U Channel U Chanel 
on betwemn 
Time-. Top T.C. Center T.C. Bottom'T.C; Side T.C. Rivets Rivets 
*1300 90 90 90 90 90 92 
** 1305 99 101 100 101 97 97 
1306 113 114 113 114 104 102 
1307 118 118 117 1]9 108 log 
1308 126 127 129 126 .. i6 114 
1309 130 132 130 133 121 115 
1310 -132 133 132 134 1.24 118 
1311 i33 135 133 136 124 118 
1313 135 137 134 140 125 124 
1315 140 139 138 141 -126 126 
1,317 1-44 144 141 145 128 130 
1319 147 145 145 t50 130 133 
***1330 161 159 158 161 149 148 
1400 160 158 158 158 150 148 
* Equilibrium reached indoors 
** Sudden exposure to sunlight (no glazing)


**k Equilibrium


Table 4-5 (July 26, 1977)
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Quarterly Report


The Second Quarterly Report for the second 3 month period was sub­

mitted. This report contained all of the test data except the May


22nd. Glazings Test.


Techn-icsl Conference


A technical conference was held on May 24th. The SC4X8 drawings


were reviewed and additional drawings were requested. A number of


recommendations and siggestions were made. The thermal analysis was


reviewed. Additional reports submitted included: Installation, Oper­

ations and Maintenance Manual, Spare Parts List, Functional Descrip­

tion and the Certification Plan.


June


Test Collectors


Additional Glazings Tests were performed on the SC22X48 Test Collect­

ors. The Sunadex glazing yielded efficiencies up to 20% higher than


the.normal glass during air flow tests.


Test Facility


The Digittend Data Logger was installed and checked out during the


first week in June. A tachometer was attached to the blower motor to


monitor RPM's.


A false ceiling was installed in the test facility to serve as a com­

jmon-dupting to return collector heated air to the blower motor to


provide for higher input air temperatures from 120OF to l40°F. A


monitor was placed on the line voltage to measure its variations. Dry


and wet bulb thermocouples were installed in the duct and test facility


for measuring relative humidity at each location.


The data-system is now monitoring: humidity, ambient air temperature,


wind direction and velocity, solar radiation, input line voltage,
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absorber panel temperatures, input-output air temperatures, blower


RPM's and Thomas Meter air flow data.


Prototype Design Review Summary


Thirteen Review Item Discrepancies (7LS5 through 7LSl? were received


during the first week of June and responses were completed by the end


of the following week. All RID's were closed on June 24th. and Life


Sciences Engineering was directed to proceed with the fabrication of


the Prototype Collectors. A number of changes were made in the col­

lector design by the RID's and drawings were changed accordingly.


Manufacturing Preparation


Orders were placed for the special extrusions and the Sunadex glass


in late June. A 5 ton punch press was obtained. Four miter vises


were-obtained to hold the aluminum outer glazing H-bar frame during


its fabrication and for Tedlar installation. Tanks for etching and


cleaning were obtained and insulated. A heating system was developed


to hold the solutions at the proper operating temperatures.


Negotiations were completed for the manufacturing facility which has


1800 square feet of work area. A test fixture, 18"xl8" was construc­

ted to test the outgasing properties of certain adhesives and silicone


rubber strips used in the SC4X8 Prototype Collectors.


Certification Document


A Certification Document was started in June to accompany the Certif­

ication Plan. It will contain data and signature pages for each item


in the Certification Plan. outGoNAt pAaGf IS


loF POOR QUALITYJuly 
Manufacturing Preparation


The etching and cleaning tanks were completed in early July and four
 

22'x 48 panels and one 4 'x8' panel were successfully etched and pain­

ted. Safety procedures were added to the existing specification.
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A competent welder was found who will -make the wblds for the col­

lector frame. A welding jig was designed to hold the frame while
 

it is being welded.


In assembling the manufacturing mock-up collector, a number of pro­

cedure chanres were made. The absorber panel and stiffeners will


be riveted together prior to painting. The rivet back-up plnte or


washer will be installed with the rounded side down and temporarily


shimmed with a (101 shim during installation. This shim will also


be used to provide spacing between the 5/8"x5/8"xl/8" U-channel and


the absorber panel to provide for the floating motion of the absorber


panel.


In ordering the aluminum, companies were not able to supply the 4'x8'


aluminum sheet .032 thickness in the 3003-H34 specification but were


able to supply it in the 5005-H34 specification. No significant


changes are expected from this substitution.


The 18"x18" test fixture was mounted @tthe manufacturing facility


roof and, connected to the Doric Trendicator. Outgasing tests of the
 

silicone RTV 732 will be performed during the first week in August.


Manufacturing Eacility Preparation


Manufacturing equipment was transferred to the Manufacturing Facility


on July 9th. Lighting, coolers and fans were installed for better
 

working conditions. Working tables were constructed for assembling


the collectors, the punch press and power saws. A heater control


panel wds:designed, developed and installed to supply electrical


power tb'the etching and cleaning tanks' heaters. Storage racks


and shelves were made to hold the raw materials and supplies for


assembling the collectors.
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4.6 Forecast of Activities


The following activities were forecast for the month of August


which are primarily required for completion of the Certification


Test.


4.6.1 The Manufacturing Mock-up will be completed and templates devel­

oped from the mock-up for mass producing subsequent collectors.


4.6.2 The Qualification Unit will be fabricated upon completion of the


templates.­

4.6.3 The Certification Testing will proceed from Performance Testing


through structural testing. An Architectural Engineer will review


drawings in support of the Certification Agency.


4.6.4 The Design Brochure will be completed by the end of August.


4.6.5 Components for the first three Prototype Collectors will be made


in August. Assembly of the components is planned for the first


week in September. FACI is proposed for September 15th.


4.7- Major Problem Areas


Orders were placed for all components during the last week in June


and first week in July. Several companies had back logs of orders


resulting in shipping delays that subsequently delayed the proposed


fabrication of the deliverable Prototype Collectors. The Certif­

ication Test is now -scheduled for the last week in August. Delayed


-materials included the Sunadex glass and the plastic U-channel,


Most of the materials were avallablefor going ahead with fabri­

cation of the Manufacturing Mock-up and the Qualifacation Unit.


Fabrication of the Qualification Unit is expected to be completed


by mid-August.


The National Aeronautics and Space Administration research studies


on Tedlar are needed to wupportthe Certification Test.
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PART 	 I SUMMARY 
1. 	 Introduction 
During the Fourth Quarter, the Manufacturing Mockup, Qual Unit and ten 
Prototype Solar II Collectors were fabricated and tested as described 
in subsequent parts of this report.


2. 	 Summary 
2,1. 	 Contract


The Certification Test was completed and monitored by the Certification


Agent on both Performance and Structural Tests.


2.2. 	 First Article Configuration Inspection and Acceptance Test I 
The First Article Configuration Inspection for serial number LSE4B-O0-O02 
and 003 were completed on October 6th.


2.3. 	 Acceptance Test II


Acceptance Test II was completed on November 4th for serial numbers


LSE4x9-0-O0-4 through -010. 
3. 	 Schedule 
The Schedule in Part III reflects the actual schedule tor the completion 
of the contract. 
4. 	 Technical Performance 
4.1. 	 Data 
ExtensivelData was obtained on the Mockup Unit, the Qual Unit and the first 
3 Prototype Collectors during this quarter. While the eat& indicated 
performance was above the Specification Curve, stray noise made the eff­

iciencies excessively high.
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4.2. Certification Structural Testing 
All structural tests in the Certificattan Test Plan were satisfactorily 
c nitd. 
4,3. 	 Test Facility 
The stray noise problem was found to be a grounding/shielding problem, 
in the Thomas Meter which was corrected. -Glazing tests which were or­
iginally performed in July were repeated to compare the efficiences 
of Suaadex versus plain glass as an inner glazing. 
4. General DescriptioA of Wlork Accomplished 
A general description of the work was provided for each month of the 
Quarter.
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PART.II CONTRACT


1. 	 Changes Requested


No requests for changes were submitted during this quarter.


1.1 	 Certification Test


The Certification Test for the Qualification Unit was begun


September 3rd. with Performance Tests and completed on September


30th. with Structural Tests. A dumrmary is provided in the Tech­

nical Performance Section.


1.2 	 First Article aonfiguration Inspection and Acceptance Test I


The First Article Configuration Inspection was held on October


6th. This inspection included a review of the Certification Test


Report, the FACI for Serial number LSE4X8-OO-OOl,. and Acceptance


Test Reviews of Solar II Collectors, serial numbers LSE4X.8-00-002


and LSE4XB-O0-003. These collectors were shipped on October 31st.


1.3 	 Acceptance Test II


A second Acceptance Test was held on November 4th. for the remain­

ing 7 Solar II Collectors, serial numbers LSE4X8-O0-004 through


LSE4X8-00-010. Upon completion of the Acceptance Test, the Solar


II Collectors were boxed and shipped on November 7th,
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PART III SCHEDULE


4. Schedule 
<3.1 Verification Plan Test Program 
The Verification Plan test Program was revised to refleot the actual testing as 
shown in Figure 3-1. The Certification Test began with Performance Tests on 
September 3rd and Structural Tests were run on September 28th. Additional Per­
formance Tests were run between September 14th and Noveber'4th to iocate an 
intermittant noise problem that appeared during high temperature testing. Per­
formance Tests run on November 3rd. and 4th. verified an intermittant thermo­
couple problem had been corrected. A Verification Test Summary was prepared for 
the FACI to indicate the status of the Test Program prior to Certification Test. 
Acceptance Tests for the first three Prototype Collectors occurred during FACI 
on October 6th. Acceptance Test for the remaining seven Prototype Collectors


was completed on November 4th.


3.2 Development Plan


The Development Plan shows the final planned versus actual milestones in Figure 
3-2. The first three Prototype Collectors were shipped on October 31st., and 
the remaining seven Prototype Collectors were shipped on November 7th. 
ORIGINAL PAGEA/1S
OF POOR QUAIAVY 
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ACTIVITY j DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV 
DEVELOPIINT TESTS 
Air Flow Tests, 
Plenum Spacing Tests 
Air Temperature Output Tests 
Basic Collector Efficiency Data 
QUAIZFICATION TESTS 
Absorber Coating Tests 
Glazing Tests 
U 
5 
Combined Coatings/Glazings Tests 
Stagnation Tests 
Environmental Tests (Cert. Test) 
Structural Teats (Cart. Test) 
Functional Performnce Tests (Cart. 
ACCEPTANCE TESTS 
FACI (3 Units) 
Test) 0 
vg 
U 
3 
I 
0 
D 
0 
I 
0 
U 
a 
Final Acceptance (7 Units) 
Planned 
Actual 
Figure 3-1, VERIFICATION PLAN TESTING 
MILESTONES NOV DEC -JAN FEB MAR APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUB 'SEP OCT NOV 
.Authority to Proceed


Preliminary Design Review 
7 Quarterly Reviews 
Prototype Design Review .' 
 '7 
First Article Review 
 
.17 
Acceptance Tests ' 
Hardware Delivery 
Planned 
Actual ' 
Figure J ?,DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
Part IV Technical Performance 
4.1 Data


Extensive testing of the collectors -was carried out this Quarter. The


Manufacturing Mockup was tested for preliminary performance and stagna­
tion data, and for structural integrity as preparation for Certification 
Test. The Certification Test was run on the Qualification Unit according 
to Certification Test Plan. Certification data was taken at three input


temperatures. Stagnation data was obtained, and extensive structural


testing was perf6rmid. Each of these tests iWas monitored by the Certifi-

Qation Agent, J. Pals of Intermountain Inspection Co. Performance test­

ing was then carried out on the first three deliverable units; #LSE 4xS-00-0O01


through -003 to assure that baseline performance specifications were met.


July glazing tests were repeated to determine the advantage of Sunadex
 

glass over plain glass.
 

4.1.1 Performance Data


Data on all LSE 4x8 collectors was taken at the test facility using the


same testing cell and our standard testing and recording equipment. Temp­
eratures of the absorber panels were measured with thermocouples for the 
Mockup and Qual units and with Minco Thermal Resistors for LSE kx8-O0-O01 
through -003 collectors. 
4.112 Performance Data for Manufactaring Mockup. 
The Manufaobaring Mockup was finished in August. The purposes of the Mockup 
were: 1., to develop manufaaturing proceedures, 2., to develop Certification 
Test procedures, and 3., to obtain preliminary performance data. 
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The Mockup performance data was found to be in error due to a faulty 
end connedtor design. The end connector was re-designed for all subse­

quent units to permit better air flow. Mookup stagnation tests found 
absorber temperatures in exceRs of 350 OF for insolation near 300 BTUH/ft2.


The inner Sunadex glazaig reached a temperature of 2550F and the H-bar


flange at the bottom of the collector reached 1960F. After the end con­

nector was redesigned, the pressure drop across the collector was .1 inches 
or less of water at 120 CFM of air flow.
 

Performance and Stagnation Data for the Qualification unit 
Performance and stagnation data were taken on the Qual unit. The testing 
of this collector wgs monitored by the Certification Agent. The performance


curve and the specification curve per ECP # CGBD 301-77-0144 are plotted 
in Figure 1. The Qual Unit performance is well above the Specification


Curve. Performance data is shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3. 
Certain misleading data points have been deleted from these tables. One


such "wild" point underlined in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 1. This


point was the result of a momentary cloud -over which caused a large drop 
in insolation resulting in a large increase in efficiency.


In Figure 1, some variations in the data points were observed to become 
more pronounced as the air 'temperxature increased. These variations were 
due to the inherent turbulence in the air duct where the Thomas Meter Sis 
located. The forced convection heat transfer coefficient between the air 
stream and the thermopile is a function of the intensity of the turbulence 
and the temperature of thetair stream. Such variations can be greatly re­
duced by constructing a special air duct that exhibits lainAr flow where 
OIvF ,OR Q3ORIGNA 
the Thomas Meter is located.


Stagnation data is displayed in Table 4. In Figure 2 a curve of Air Flow 
Rate through the Collector Versus Pressure Drop across the collector is 
drawn showing that at 120 OFN the pressurn drop across the collector is 
less than .1inches of water which concurs with the pressure drop require­
ment. 
4.1.4 Performance Data for # LSE 4x8-0O-00l through -003 
In order to assure that the first three deliverable units exhibited effic­
iencies equivalent to the Qual unit, performance data was recorded. The 70F 
air input data for collectors -001 through -003 is given in Tables 5, 6, and 
7 respectively.


4.2 The Certification Test4s Struetural Testing


The structural testing of the Qual unit required in the Certification Test


Plan was succesfully performed as follows. A drop test and racking test of


the collector simulated handling and shipping stresses. A Maximum Load


Test with 16 lbs/ft2 of water on the Qual unit was designed to simulate


wind, snow and ice loads. The Tedlar Water Load Test assured that under
 

moderately heavy wind, snow or ice loads, the Tedlar would not be permn­

antl. deformed or torn etc. The Tedlar Air Leak Test assured that pinholes


did not form in the Tedlar after several weeks of use. The Flutter Test


was performed to measure Tedlar flutter under wind gusts. A Plenum Preseur­

-ization Test assured that no permanent deformation was observed when the


plenum chamber was pressurized well above the normal operating pressures.
 

For full Certification Test data refer to the Certification Test Report.
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QPerformance 	 Test #LSE 4x8 Qual 
Ambient Air to Inlet


Tm flw isaton Ambient H Inijt Outlet ;G#1 TC#2 flY3 TC#4 Efficiency % 
CFM BTUH/ft Air OF % Air-F Air F 0F Total Area 
1145 120 280 72 40 80 137 183 208 160 177 69 
1200 124 290 73 44 82 142 187 214 163 181 72 
1230 127 *306 74 40 83 145 196 223 167 190 72 
1315 fl5 316 76 37 85 153 201 227 175 197 69 
153 200 227 174 198 701330 116 318 76 35 84 
 
152 199 226 172 197 71
1345 116 317 75 	 34 83 
36 83 152 200 225 172 198 691400 U4 317 77 
152 199 225 171 198 711415 116 311 77 40 84 
 
1430 112 305 76 36 83 151 196 221 168 195 70


Table 4,1 Low Temperature Performance Data September 14, 1977 
Performance Test Serial # IE33 
Recirculated Input Air 
Time Flow Insolation Ambipnt RH Inlet Outlst Thermo Thermo Thermo Thermo Efficiency 
CFM 8am/ft Air 'F % Air IF Air F couple#1 couple#2 couple#3 couple#4 Gross Area 
12:20 12 - 328 82 40 94 158 199 '225 172 197 69 
12:25 117 324 82 " 95 158 200 226 173 198 65 
12:30 121 330 82 " 95 159 201 227 174 199 66 
12:40 US 323 81 " 96 160 201 227 174 200 65 
12:50 f16 321 81 36 97 160 201 227 174 200 64 
13:00 116 317 81 " 98 160 201 226 174 200 64 
13:10 124 312 81 " 98 159 198 223 170 198 68 
13:45 116 232 81 " 97 145 175 -194 154 175 68 
K)O .Table 4.2;. Intermediate Temperature Performance Data November 3, ;977 
Performance Test LSE 4-4 Qual 
High Temperature Input 
Time 'Plow 
U FM 
Insoltion 
BTU/ft 
Ambient 
Air°F 
RH 
% 
Inlet 
Air0F 
Outlet 
Air F 
Thermo 
couple#1 
Thermo 
couple#2 
Thermo 
couple#3 
Thermo 
couple#4 
Efficiency 
Gross Area % 
1245 117 348 68 43 127 182 228 250 200 220 52 
1255 117 325 69 " 129 182 228 250 201 223 54 
1305 119 313 72 " 129 182 222 243 198 219 55 
1325 i1 159 71 " 128 160 176 187 160 170 62 
1335 120 222 72 37 128 162 188 201 172 107 53 
1355 122 289 72 " 129 170 209 226 189 203 48 
1405 114 292 73 29 130 174 215 231 190 209 48 
1415 118 278 73 " 130 175 211 227 185 208 52 
1425 1.4 262 74 2W 132 175 210 225 185 207 53 
1435 107 249 73 " 132 174 207 223 181 204 51 
Table 4.3. High Temperature Performance Data November 4, 1977 
STAGNA-TION TEST SERIAL #LSE 4x8 QUAL 
Time Insolat on Ambient TO #1 TG #2 TO #3 TF 
BTUH/ft OF OF OF 0F F 
1420 288 8? 271 292 259 266 
1430 281 88 282 301 266 277 
1440 233 88 288 309- 269 286 
1450 186 88 270 283 236 268 
1500 78 88 234 244 195 236 
1510 59 88 218 226 178 220 
September 3 19?? , 
i R4,Table 4,4 Stagnation Data September 3. 1977 
mcp (T - Tj)
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Figure 4.2 Pressure Diff'erential Across the Colector 
.Versus Air Flow Rate Q56 
60 
Performance Test Serial # LSE, xS-O0-001 
. 
Te.fo Ihoton Ambient Rh Inlet Outlet Tfl RTfl#2 *RTD#3 RTD#4 Efficiency' 
CFM BTUH/ft Air0F % Air0F Air OF OF , Total Area % 
1030 128 183 60 27 65 101 141 154 124 125 71, 
1045 126 2f1 60 65 105 137 150 119 125 66 
1100 125 261 60 67 116 159 175 136 143 66


1115 131 277 60 66 122 166 182 137 149 73 
1130. 126 288 59 65 125 170 187 146 154 73 
1145 125 297 58 65 129 175 192 150 159 73 
00 
Table 4.5 L*W Temperature Performance Data for LSE4xS-00-0O1 September 23,1977 
Performance Test Serial # LSE 4k8-00-002


;Time 
-
Flow 
CF 
Insolation 
BTUH/ft 
.Ambient 
AirF 
RI! 
% 
Inlet 
Air OF 
outlet 
Air 0 F 
"iI1 
OF 
RTf92aOrR_3 
.F F 
4 Efficiency % 
Total Area 
1100 122 256 72 40 76 125 160 180 151 166 65 
1115 120 272 73 78 128 165 185 158 172 62 
1130 123 285 75 80 133 171 191 163 179 64 
1145 124 295 75 81 136 175 195 167 184 
66 
Blower RPM's increased 
1215 158 310 76 i 81 135 168 186 160 172 75 
1245 152 219 ,,77 " 82 136 171 189 164 173 .72 
1300 146 323 78 " 83 138 172 190 165 174 70 
1330 154 319 80 i 83 137 167 187 161 169 74 
Low Temperature Performance Data for-LSE x-O0-O0?
Table 4.6 
 
-Performance Test Serial #LSE xS-O0--003 
TL~e 	 Flbw Insolatlon Ambignt RH Inlet Outlet RTl RTD#2 RTD#3 RTD,4 !kfficiency % 
CPK' BTUH/ft Air F % AirOF Air 0 F OFF OF Total Area 
flOG 136 263 73 37 79 128 161 184 152 153 71 
1115 132 278 74 80 133 167 193 158 160 71 
113P 132 289 75 l8 137 172 199 163 166 72 
1145 129 300 76 82 141 176 203 166 170 71 
1200 133 299 '76, 82 14 176 202 165 171 73 
1215 132 299 77 83 139 171 194 158 167 71 
1230 128 308 78 83 144 181 209 171 179 72 
1245 128 308 78 83 146 185 215 175 183 72 
1300 131 337 79 84 15 187 219 177 186 72 
w 	 Table 4.7, Low Temperature Data ft LSE Wx8-00-003 
4.3 Test Facility


The first 	 set of high temperature data was considered suspect. The flow 
rate was 	 well above the 120 CFM. At elevated temperatures the flow rate


had questionably large fluctuations. The performance testing at elevated


temperatures was repeated and data was still considered suspect due to


large variations in flow.


The operation of the Thomas Meter was checked out. A stray 50 microvolt


signal was present at zero flow conditions. All system grounds and ap­

propriate shielding of suspect wiring was rechecked and the stray field
 

pickup was eliminated.


Futher investigation showed that the zero reading from the thermopile of


the Thomas Meter did not vary linearly xith temperature. It was found that 
the 12 seemingly identical thermocouples making up the thermopile each had


slightly different output variations at different temperatures causing the


thermopile zero to drift almost 200 microvolts at high temperatures.


An alternate method of measuring the thermopile data was to connect the 
thermocouples on each end of the Thomas Meter in parallel which averaged 
out the temperature dependent variations. Also, the thermopile zero was 
checked prior to acquiring each data point. The data in Section 4.14 was a 
run f high temperature and intermediate input air temperature data. 
4.3.1. 	 Glazing Test 
Glazing Tests were originally performed in July to compare the efficiencies 
of Sunadex versus ordinary window glass when used as an inner glazing. LSE 
reported preliminary data that gave Sunadex glass a 10 to 18% advantage over 
plain glass. This was considered preliminary since our Test Facility had 
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air flow problems between the two test cells. Originally, two different


sets of 2'X 4' test collectors placed in series was used. Each set of col­

lectors was placed in a separate test cell and had one of the different


glazings. When the tests were rerun, only one set of collectors was used. 
-After the plain glass glazing was tested, it was replaced with Sunadex 
without removing the collectors from the test cell. Air flo in the cell 
vas kept constant between each test. Results of the test showed that when 
the collectors had the Sunadex glazing they exhibited an 11% enhancement in 
heat output than when the same collectors supported the plain glass glazing. 
,This was expected since the Sunadex glass transmitted 10%more sunlight than 
the plain glass. The comparison data for this test is displayed in Table 8. 
AT is given for each point, since,


I


Efficiency % K A TI


where A T is the temperature increase of the air across the collector, I


is the insolation and K is a constant for this test.
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Insolat on 
 
BTH/ft 
261 
 
262 
 
249 
 
247 
 
265 
 
266 
 
0 
GLAZING COMPARISON TEST 
Sunadex


Plain,Glass 
 
Inlet 
a T InsolationInlet Outlet BTUH/ft 2 
 Air OFAir OF Air OF I 
 
.234 259 
 66 
81 142 

141 .230 258 
 66 
81 

.237 249 
 66 
80 139 

.237 222 
 66 
80 139 

.220 210. 
 66 
81 139 

80 139 .218 225 
 66 
 
Average AAverage =- .226 
A'd 
Reading Taken on 5 Minute Intervals 
Outlet 
 
Air -OF 
128 
 
128 
 
127 
 
125 
 
123 
 
120 
 
= .256

AT


I

.241

*210

.244

.263


.267


.239


Sunadex and Plain GlassTable 4.8 Inner Glazing Test Between 
4.4 General Description of Work Accomplished during the Quarter


August
4.4.1 
-
Manufacturing Mockup


Two difficulties were found in assembling and testing the Mockup. First, 
it was difficult to install the 5/32" Sunadex glass in the H-bar center 
support. The channel in the H-bar was too narrow for the glass and sili­
cone rubber U-channel. A new H-bar was obtained with a 0.003" larger chan­
nel and the glass with the silicone rubber U-channel fit in smoothly. The 
second problem Weathe collector input/output End Connector that was found 
to be too weak and it partially closed in the opening. This was corrected 
in the Qual unit. Reliable Stagnation data was collected on the Mockup. 
Qualification Unit


The Qualification Unit was f-beicated a3coriing Iomanufacturing procedures


with redesigned End Connect6rs. The Qual unit was installed in the Test


Facility on August 31st. Air flow tests across the collector showed that


the.new End Connector design allowed a pressure drop across the collector


of less .1inch of water.


Certification Test Support


A statement of work was given to an architectural engineer to review the


installation drawings and the IOU Manual. As a result of this review, the


SC4x8l06 drawings were redrawn. The Installation Operation & Maintenance 
Manualuwas also rewritten.
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Manufacturing


A welding jig was constructed and used on the Qual Unit. The jig was designed 
to assure that all subsequent collectors have nearly identical, dimensions.


Our welder recently demonstrated his capability to weld the H-bar corners 
of the Tedlar frame- which will greatly improve its strength. 
Preliminary use of the Gelva 173 on the Mockup Unit to glue the Tedlar 
was found to be unsatisfactory. Mr. Stucky of MSFC suggested waiting 15 
minutes for the Gelva to set prior to installing the Tedlar. This proced­
ure was used on the Qual Unit and further testing of the Qual Unit became 
necessary to evaluate the Gelva/Tedlar retention. 
Certification Test Preparation 
A Certification Test Report was prepared to contain the test data and 
provide sign off sections as tests ere completed. 
Acceptance Test 
An Acceptance Test was prepated in two parts: 1, for the first 3 Prototype 
Collectors and 2, for the remaining 7 collectors that were to be shipped 
without glass.


4.4.2 September


The Qualification Unit was installed in the Test Facility on August 31st.


Performance testing was run on September 3rd and 14th. The Performance Test


on September 3rd was monitored by the Certification Agent who also monitored


the structural testing of the Qualification Unit on September 30th.
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Deliverable Prototype Collectors 
The first three prototype collectors were completed by mid September. 
The 'built-in' end connector developed on the Qual Unit was incorporated 
into the design of all collectors. It was designed to attach to the end 
connector and pass through the ends of the shipping container/test assembly. 
Mr. Stucky's recommendation to wait 15 minutes for the Galva 1753 to set 
has improved the Tedlar/Gelva retention problem. The Tedlar is solar heated 
to-5 0F surface temperature and allowed .to cool rapidly -- in order to shrink 
the Tedlar. Testing to date indicates that the corners of the Tedlar should 
be installed in the Tedlar H-bar frame after the Tedlar has been shrunk. 
This relieves some of the stress on the corners. A thin bead of Dow Corning 
732 on the inside corners of the H-bar and Tedlar further strengthens these 
corners. The Tedlar-Gelva interface at thg ferners will be monitored and 
may require further testing.


Test Facility 
During September, data was taken on the Qual Unit and the first three deliver­

able .prototype collectors. During testing of LSE4xS-O0-O2, the Dwyer Micro 
Tector Hook gage air flow readings were not in agreement with the Thomas 
Meter readings of air flow. A hot wire anemometer and a. Davis Rotating Vane 
were used to show that the Thomas Meter was found to be functiohing properly 
At low inlet air temperatures and testing of the .prototype collector con­

tinued. This delayed the First Article Configuration Inspection one week


and the structural testing of the Certification Test two weeks. 
Test Data


The Certification Test's Performance Tests were run at the Test Facility 
on the Qual Unit with input temperatures of 780F and 1400F. The weather 
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was so hot that input temperatures of 700 F were unobtainable. The output 

temperatures ,of the obllector were above specification. The pressure drop 

across the collector was just under .1 inches of water. On account of the 

air flow problem mentioned abovethe Qual unit was retested on September 14th 

with good results. 

Stagnation testing of the Qual Unit reported temperatures in excess of 300F. 
The deliverable prototype collectors # -001, -002, -003 were performance 

0 
tested with a 70 F inlet temperature and all three collectors had outlet


air temperatures above specifications.


Certification Test


In addition to the Certification Test Plan, a Certification Test Report


was prepared to include further lJnrmation and sectional sign off sheets.
 

The structural testing included a Drop Test,Rack Test, Tedlar Air Leak Test


Tedlar Water Loading, Collector Maximum Load Test, Plenum Pressurization,


Thermal Shook, and Flutter Test. The Certification Test was-dompleted on


September 30th.


Design Brochure'


The preliminary Design Brochure review was completed by the Architectural


Ehgineer and brochure improvements were made at his direction.


Verification Status Summary


The Verification Status Summary to the Verification Plan was completed.


It summarized testing status through the end of August.


Manufacturing


Manufacturing of the last seven collectors began during the last week of
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September. Most of the materials were cut for welding, painting, and final
 

assembly. A set of manufacturing process plans were prepared to provide 
a step by step procedure for making collectors. 
Problems


The only problem was the Gelva 3753 retention of the Tedlar. Mr. Stucky's


recommendation to air dry the Gelva'before inserting the Tedlar did show
 

improvement in retention.


4-403- October


CertificabLon Test Report.


A Certification -Test Statement containing the data and analysis of the


Certification Test was prepared for the Certification Test -Report. The


Certification Test Report was reviewed and signed by the Certification


Agent and LSE test engineers on October lst.


First Article Configuration Inspection (FACI) and Acceptance Test I


The First Article Configuration Inspection for LSExS-OO-OO collector and 
A !ce ,ce of -002 and -003 were held OctoberTest inspection collectors on 
6th. 'The three Solar II Collectors were inspected. In addition, the


Installation, Operation and Maintenance Manual, the Warranty, and Special


Handling procedures were reviewed. Four eview Item Discrepancies were answered.


The Certification Test Report of the Qual Unit was reviewed as part of


FACI- and signed off by the Technical Monitor. Test data and analysis of 
the first three Solar II Prototype Collectors were reviewed. A list of


items was developed for LSE to complete including: hardware and -documentation,


revised set of reproduciblb drawings and an up dated list of specifications.
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Acceptance Test II 
Acceptance Test for the last seven prototype collectors was delayed while the 
problems at the test facility were remedied. The seven prototype Solar II 
Collectors, serial numbers LSE 4x8-O-OO4 through -010 were inspected along 
with the shipping containers. The NASA Quality Control Inspector directed LSE 
to add acditional strength to the sides of the shipping containers in the form 
of 4'xS'xl/4" plywood, Minutes were prepared and included in the shipping 
containers with the collectors. The DD250 was signed by Mr. Howard B G Kittredge 
of NASA Quality Control. 
Test Data


As described in section 4.3, the air flow was above 120 CFM during the 
high temperature testing giving misleading data. LSE repeated the high temp­

erature data for the correct air flow. The problems encountered with the Test


Facility caused a three week delay in obtaining reliable data. The new data


was included in the Certification Test Report.


Manufacturing


Manufacturing of the last seven prototype collectors was completed in the mid­

dle of October. Four shipping containers were made for the seven collectors


and shipment was made on November 7th.
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